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113 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Get some Ivermectin while you can.  For your horse of course.
Lt. Shicekopf
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60 Reply"

1 day ago

Lies...  That is All There Is....

Do You Actually Think Inverctim  Will  Kill The Next Bio-Weapon...

 

 

Wake The F-k Up...   There is no Going Back...  Like Build Back Better...

 

Like Joe The Blow Is My President...

 

Now ....

Maxamillia

#

#

64 Reply"

1 day ago

Fauci is a coward.

Watching these pharmaceutical companies destroy economies and families around
the world just to acquire big fat stacks of cash... this will not have a happy ending.

Justus D. Barnes

#

#
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21 Reply"

1 day ago

May I point out the the WHO is an NGO, a private organization with no authority
and no legal powers other than to those who acquiesce.

And any story that quotes cases without at minimum a cursory look at the test
that confirmed those cases is GARBAGE.

This world is run by the merchants.  Governments are their dogs, and consumers
their slaves.  There is no such thing as a government for and by the people.  If
there ever was, it withered away while we slept.

It is the merchants, corporatocracy, that make the rules our "lawmakers" dither
over. 

It's high time The People gave the government the middle finger and bows out of
the consumerism that entraps us to follow wicked men.  

Tarzan

#

#
10 Reply"

1 day ago

The merchants, you know yevv they are. Be careful with giving the government
the middle finger, they may want the whole arm and a leg too! 

Suzy Q

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

How could something that never existed wither away while we slept?
TheReplacement's Replacement

#

#

3 hours ago (Edited)

finished the sentence for ya 

Tarzan

If there ever was, ...

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Mass murderer or criminal.  Prefer the former.
mikeyinfl

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Do you really think the cowards will release a bioweapon that ivermectin cannot kill?
Roacheforque

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

WTF you talking about homeslice? put down the bong bro, you're losing it.

Garth Crooks

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

 

We’re actually worried about this one right now. Please do try to keep up and bless
yer heart. 

Chuck Walla

Do You Actually Think Inverctim  Will  Kill The Next Bio-
Weapon...

 

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

ivermectin will probably kill Every Coronavirus. Don't worry though...it should Only
take less than a year to come up with something that actually Works.

Hold on a second. Give me some time to research previous Patents.

SomebodySpecial

#

#
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89 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin is the turd in the punchbowl of the globalists
Oh-Globits

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL! 
petulant elixir

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

https://youtu.be/TPxiXGr9nFM

Garth Crooks

#

#

49 Reply"

1 day ago

The US government insurance does not pay for Ivermectin and pharmacies sell it for
$10 a pill, while in India its $0.1 a pill.

Unknown

#

#
29 Reply"

1 day ago

$3.50 A tube at north 40... for horses of course
DaTruthHurts

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Twice that at D&B in Idaho.
BethanyAnneNacht

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

Tractor Supply Co.  $3.75
Misesmissesme

#

#

https://youtu.be/TPxiXGr9nFM
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Is it the same? I remember Prepper’s buying fish antibiotics to store away in case
they ever needed them.

HomeBrewPrepper

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Still do, for my fish of course.  Chewy has them, they also sell anti-biotics for
birds.  Good to have some just in case.

Lt. Shicekopf
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

More like half a dollar per pill in india for 12mg.
misnomer00

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It used to be around a hundred rupees (= USD 1.35) for ten 12 mg tabs, but after
the explosion of demand I see one company's strip at Rs 299 and another's at Rs
350.

sarz

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

I just got it at Walgreens for about 1.50 a pill. Don’t do the horse medicine. FWIW An
online prescription for the human stuff is straight forward.

stljoe

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

where, Joe? give us a link
wilddog6

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

Ask one of the listed providers to prescribe it.  I did. 

https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/how-to-get-ivermectin/

wareco

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/how-to-get-ivermectin/
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4

1 day ago

Thanks !!
hornet6

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

In case you didn't know like me:

"FWIW means “for what it’s worth.”. It’s an idiom that rarely carries any literal
meaning, and it’s used to politely express that someone should consider an
opinion, idea, or fact (usually because their opinion is flawed). If it helps, imagine
that FWIW means, “You can ignore what I’m going to say, but I think you should
hear it anyway.”."

Cincinnatuus
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I am glad that you are caught up
Stranded Observer

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You used to be able to get Ivermectin injectable for cattle at Tractor Supply and
other feed stores. Not sure if you still can. It comes as a 1% solution, which means
10mg per cc or ml. A 200 lb man like me takes approximately 18mg a day for a
minimum of three days. When I had a cold a few weeks back I took 2 cc's (20mg)
daily for 5 days just to make sure I didn't get sick with the Vid. (I sure as hell wasn't
about to go get tested, nor go to any "medical professional" for treatment.)  To use
the cattle solution simply draw it up with a 3 cc syringe (you can get these at TS also
when you buy vaccines for your dog), take the needle off the syringe and then
swallow the liquid. It works the same orally or injectably. For people larger or smaller
simply extrapolate the numbers I gave above.

Edit:  Here it is:  Ivermectin at TS.

As an aside, I searched the TS website less than a week ago and they had about 4
different brands of the injectable, most in smaller quantities, same concentration.
Now they're down to one. Tells you something.  People are waking up and doing
their own medicine.

 

Pull

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I see that it's selling at $72.99. I would love to know how much it was before the
plandemic.

YouJustCouldnt

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I got IVM 3mg pills for about $1.50 a pill via GoodRX.   Some insurances are now
covering 80% of the cost, e.g. Dr Robert Malone's insurance did this. 

 

ThanksIwillHaveAnother

#

#

https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/durvet-ivermectin-injection-1-sterile-solution-250-ml?cm_vc=-10005
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40 Reply"

1 day ago

I have personally used veterinary grade Ivermectin paste against the virus and did have
success with lessening the symptoms and quicker recovery. 

Fiscal.Enema

#

#

30 Reply"

1 day ago

I dosed it over a week time period and experienced no side effects or
contraindications.

Fiscal.Enema

#

#

33 Reply"

1 day ago

I also used the veterinary grade grade Ivermectin pasts , apple flavor , almost waited
too long , was getting  really sick. Took the invermectin  and the next day I started
feeling better. I improved  rapidly . Fuck the CDC and their experimental genetic
modification . I now have enough invermectin  stock piled to treat an army. Also ,
Heart Guard Plus , heart worm medicine for dogs , is nothing but high priced
invermectin.

Hatterasjohn

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Same here.  Started feeling sick, very sick for one full day, took ivermectin and
recovered very quickly.. 

-apple flavored on a cracker

for@ll0fus

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Correcto!

The breeder I get pups from (breeder of smooth fox terriers for 45+ years) has
been giving his breeding/show/puppies monthly shots of ivermectin since it came
on the market.

Decatur Guy

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

He doesn't need to give it injectably. Works the same orally. A 100 lb dog
needs less than 0.05cc orally once monthly to prevent heartworms. Heartgard
is the biggest ripoff in the history of veterinary medicine. However, as an aside,
Ivermectin does not kill fleas at any dose.

Pull

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

5 doses/tube for a 250lb person

https://www.ebay.com/itm/124836540448

 

CoolHandLuke

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

'5 doses/tube for a 250lb person '

Okay I'm confused.  A box of that ivermectin contains 6.08 grams and says
can treat up to 1250lb body weight.  I've read that daily dose of ivermectin
needs to be roughly 1mg per 10lbs of weight once a day.  So if I'm 200lb it
would be 20mg per day for 3-5 days or whatever. 

But 6.08 grams is 6080 milligrams right?  Which means one box has 6080/20 =
304 doses of Ivermectin which seems like a *LOT* more than 5-6 doses. 
Where am I getting the math wrong?!?

GotGalt

#

#

2 hours ago

 

Youtube: 'How to measure ivermectin horse paste doses: simple!'

Https://maximpulse.com/permethrin/ivermectin-calculating-a-dose.html

CoolHandLuke

#

#

https://www.ebay.com/itm/124836540448
https://maximpulse.com/permethrin/ivermectin-calculating-a-dose.html
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1 Reply"

21 hours ago

Might as well stock Fenbendazole for cancer as well.
TruthHunter

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Darn, I thought that only I become horse. 1 dose for 250lbs weekly + (D3 + Zinc
daily) I would go anywhere and with anyone no mask except at work (can't avoid
this). Feel better like a horse. Do this for the last 6 months or so. Found them
at Tractor Supply and stock up enough for the next 2 years (due to expiration date)
for the family. Best $300 spent ever. Fvck Fauci, Gates, NIH, CDC, FDA and the rest
of Globalist cabals.

USTerminator

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Got it, good for 700 kg’s of horse per syringe, tastes like apple… seems people are like
horses even in taste (who doesn’t like an apple)…

Marloes1

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

you don't got it!

I used horse medicine and it worked. do the math for dosage and it works.

Its the same quality and is a human pharmaceutical grade product.

I recovered quicker than other people that gave me the china virus in the first place.

Ivermectin did its job.

Fiscal.Enema

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I took it.  It's horrible tasting, nothing like an apple unless apples are extremely bitter.
blueseas

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Tastes like crapple
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I squeezed mine into an emptied vitamin c capsule. Poke a small hole in the end
to let air escape as you fill it.

Friedrich not Salma
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I got the liquid equivalent. Made for injections, I just squirt into a shot glass and
fill the rest with tap water. Shoot that bad boy and never taste it.

newdoobie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

ND is talking about the 1% injectable ivermectin solution, where the dose is
1ml per 110 lb, every 48 hours.  Takes 3 doses.  You take it by drinking it in
your favorite beverage, and you can't even taste it.

You can buy it online or at Tractor Supply, etc.  Veterinarian products are same
as human grade.  Stuff was invented for humans, and Vets just repurposed it.

Cincinnatuus

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Add it to your third margarita instead of lime.
Now Voyager

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

call it an iverita.
Lt. Shicekopf

#

#
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34 Reply"

1 day ago

So wait, now there is a virus but taking horse medicine is better than the
vaccination? Suddenly half the commenters on H have the virus but were not saying
anything about it all along with fake virus this and fake vaccine that..... now suddenly
its horse medicine that works? 

If the US can game its numbers and the narrative what on Earth makes you think
India is incapable of the same, if not worse? 

No horse medicine and no vaxx, tah.

Vecia

#

#

23 Reply"

1 day ago

"horse" medicine? "half" the commenters?

Weak troll is weak.

bigjim

#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The scientists who discovered Ivermectin won a Nobel prize. It's used on
animals yes but has a long history of being used on humans, it's a common
worming tablet, so even if it doesn't work against covid, it will clean out those
nematodes (worms) in your intestine.

The horse paste may or may not be ivermectin, there are a few different types,
and with different active ingredients, but you can get a sheep/cattle/deer
drench that has ivermectin in it, just put your head in the bales and I'll run
some on down your back. If you don't want to do that I'll get the dogs on you
and put you in the vet crush, might as well castrate at the same time, throw in
an ear tag.

For what it's worth I've splashed hundreds of litres of it on me over the years,
and I'm still somwhat normal.

hopping-mad-roo

#

#
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3

1 day ago

Party at hopping-mad's place!
TBT or not TBT

#

#

1

1 day ago

Castration and ear tags?  Sounds like a soy boy party.
Lt. Shicekopf

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

For whatever you think you are seeing to be an inconsistency it would have to be
the same posters contradicting themselves.  Not every place is a hive mind like
msnbc.

stljoe

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm not sure what I had because I absolutely refuse to have something shoved up
my nose.  Whatever it was, Ivermectin cured me very quickly..  

for@ll0fus

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin is prescribed for peeps as well as equines. It's the same chemical.

Duh!

newdoobie

#

#
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1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Look, I am not about to put some horse medicine in my body.  What other stuff is in
there? 

Go on this site (aggregated medical studies), there are about 7+ different items easily
available in Wal-mart, that have very high efficacy in treating Covid without going to
tractor supply: Vit D, vit c, zinc, curcumin, Quercetin (a type of non-pharma version of
HCQ), even aspirin and probiotics help.  If your kid has asthma, use his/her budesonide
inhaler.  I think if you go for all of these together you are golden.

https://c19quercetin.com/

At the top of each page are aggregated studies for each of the items I mentioned and
then some that require prescriptions. 

4legsgood2legsbad

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

My sister in law is a veterinarian. Most of the medication she prescribes are at the
pharmacy. Made for humans. 
She would even write prescriptions for herself because they are the same thing.

HomeBrewPrepper

#

#
Show More Replies

90 Reply"

1 day ago

Wouldn't it be wonderful to one day see all those responsible for hiding ivermectin from all
the people who suffered and died being marched off to the gallows after a public trial?  

Welfarebum

#

#

https://c19quercetin.com/
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41 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

They are the ones taking ivermectin and will watch the corpses of those who took the
jab on their advice, or forced too, parade before them by the truckload on the way to
the mass burial site.

If I'm remembering correctly India was doing just fine last year as they were using
HCQ. Once the vaxx was available they quit using HCQ and that's when the SHTF

not dead yet

#

#

72 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

When I was a younger man, I was an employee shareholder of a private company.  A
deal was made and all shareholders were asked to waive their shareholder-
agreement right to newly issued shares so that new shares could be issued to a 3rd
party.  Everyone signed except me.  I sat down with the executive team and they
collectively pressured me to sign.  They tried guilt, obligation, "for the good of the
company", fairness, and every other type of coercion that they could come up with.

I cited to the executives many example where I had made big sacrifices for the
company, and told them I would not sign away my rights in this case.  As a result, I
walked away with a pile of new shares.

Years later, after the company was bought out, I collected a significant windfall
because of those shares.  The president of the company (one of the executives who
pressured me years ago) shocked me one day when he said to me privately, "You
were the only smart one who didn't sign.  The rest of them were fools to sign."

It taught me a valuable lesson.  Sometimes things are not what they seem.  You
have to see through the BS, take a stand, and stay true to your belief.

This lesson applies perfectly to this pandemic/vaccine/ivermectin/doom circus. 
With enough research, I saw through the BS.  No shot for me or my loved ones.  And
I've got the horse paste at the ready.

Welfarebum

#

#
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7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, but you’re not a team player...lol
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Screw your freedoms!

-Arnold

S. Archer
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

There is no need for a trial
Oh-Globits

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

But mock trials can be so much fun....
Chandos II

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

We need to be better than them.
E-175

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

No.  We need to be twice as vicious as a lesson to others. 
ozarkaggie

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Trials are not what they used to be. Collusion with government was proven in this
country (the Netherlands), after courts allowed government to criminalize ordinary
people without probable cause, knowingly. US and Britain lead the way, seems inspired
by communist methods.. Media are -incredibly- 100% unreliable, realy journalists
criminalized and prosecuted mercilessly..

while “we the people” stand by idly. Yes I admit to being guilty here. Point is you get
singled out easily. Paul Rand said it: they cannot throw all of us in jail

Marloes1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

But they can kill us all
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

And that would be worse than what they are inflicting on us?
creeper

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Biden admin is so consistent wrecking America that it's logical they plan to
nuke the rubble with F15s at the end, just to prove they were right.  

TBT or not TBT

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Said one german Jew to the other.

LouTurks

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

100% unreliable to the People,

100% reliable to THEM!

 

Debt-Is-Not-Money

#

#

66 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I was a top 1000 Wikipedia editor with about 10 years experience and I eventually got
banned for trying to expose the left wing political bias.  Wikipedia is a propaganda arm of
the leftists, with a cabal of fake news, cover up and disinformation editors.   Some of these
people are paid, some work for the government (based on tracing IP addresses to their
workplace) and some no doubt, work for foreign intelligence agencies (intelligence agency
budgets are mostly spent on propaganda according to Yuri Bezmenov).

Lead Engineer

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

Thank you for that insight. So sad.
Lookout Mountain

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

try and use the Wikipedia alternative--

Infogalactic

risk.averse

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks! I didn't know there was one out there.
BethanyAnneNacht

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Very nice to hear more alternatives popping up!!
edotabin

#

#

http://infogalactic.com/
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14 Reply"

1 day ago

I love it when I go to a Wikipedia article and there is a pitch to send them money
so they can continue on. I wouldn't give them a dime because I know they are too
useful for the controllers to let go belly up.

Demologos

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

BS heaped upon more BS
Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Tell us more . 

There are no investigative reporters left . 

Soloamber

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Most of the editors on Wiki are "reporters" , in order to drive traffic to their site, part
of 'reporting' is getting clicks, now how does a website outside of the top 1000 sites
get hits? , by putting links on the top5 websites. Wiki states its against
advertisement due to influence by advertisers, yet many of their editors place links
to their articles and their site, to drive, for advertisement. newsbait.

Pick any American subject or movie and you will find a link to a site like buzzfeed
and buzzfeed wiki-page. How do I get people to read my paid review for new movie,
put in a critical review link onto wiki, "The Celt" from ZH said that the movie sucks
cause a woke 5' superwoman (with no superpowers) beats up the rock is dumb
Femi-Fiction"

Likewise FB and Twatter are used as publishing conduits for newsbaiting. 

The Celt

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm guessing they are getting paid by people like Gates, Soros, Microsoft, Google, and
the rest. Did you ever see how they are getting paid? That should be brought to light. 

George Bayou

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Could you disclose us what was your wiki username?

Can you give some more insight or stories on the internal situation there?

cz_

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Wikipedia is a failure because it has only editors from top to bottom.   I'll explain in a
book with a simple word what is really missing when I get done.

Real Josey Wales

#

#

63 Reply"

1 day ago

Here's the short version of this article.

Ivermectin works at preventing and recovering from Covid while the so-called "vaccines"
don't.  Ivermectin is safer than aspirin and costs about a quarter per pill.  The Covid
"vaccines" are the most dangerous vaccines in history that were ever allowed wide
distribution and are causing the virus to mutate.

Omega Point

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

If they do have nanotech included they are medical implants and not a drug and not
vaccines.

Nexus789

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Spot on.

Now do fractional reserve banking...

PasteEater

#

#

48 Reply"

1 day ago

During the past 2 weeks there has been massive push in the media and on the search
engines to claim that ivermectin is not effective against Covid. Why? It takes away the first
requirement for an experimental vaccine—that there are no available treatments. They did
the same thing with HCQ. These are the same people that will deny you any treatment and
throw your ass on a ventilator. 

Lookout Mountain

#

#

26 Reply"

1 day ago

That's what the degenerate pricks are doing in Australia. They are effectively murdering
those that they put on ventilators to scare the sheep into taking the nasty jab.

Nexus789

#

#
17 Reply"

1 day ago

The objective is not to cure but to slowly kill.
Nexus789

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

They need a permanent state of crisis.   Leaky "vaccines" are perfect for keeping the
drum beat of "cases" and "variants" going.     

Example: The South American "lamda" variant being intentionally seeded across
America by bus and plane, by order of the Biden administration.   That one was
created by leaky vaccine rollout in Chile and spread rapidly throughout Central and
South America.    It is prevalent among the invaders Biden admin invited across the
border at an annualized rate of 2 million per year. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

The Gates foundation investigators just came out with the interim Together report
dismissing Ivermectin as ineffective. I watched their discussion and what they claim is
that it was statistically not significant, but those test subjects who took Ivermectin had
less hospitalizations. It was obvious that the lead investigator is biased against
Ivermectin as well. 

You can see what they have to say about the Ivermectin results from their study at
about 00:30 in the link below. It is curious that they were hyping fluvoxamine as a
therapeutic against COVID.

https://rethinkingclinicaltrials.org/news/august-6-2021-early-treatment-of-covid-19-
with-repurposed-therapies-the-together-adaptive-platform-trial-edward-mills-phd-frcp/

George Bayou

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago

Gates’ goal is to vaccinate every human alive. Of course he will try to dismiss
ivermectin. 

Lookout Mountain

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I agree, I don't think it was a blinded study and since the lead investigator was
anti-Ivermectin, that probably trickled down to all the data collectors and possibly
even selection of patients. He doesn't say whether those on Ivermectin also took
C, D3, Quercetin, and Zinc either, so I'm guessing they did not.

From his attitude it was as if he was dragged kicking and screaming into testing
Ivermectin. Pre-coneived bias is a plss poor way to test effectiveness of a drug. 

Personally, I have a supply of Ivermectin and will look at getting Fluvoxamine as
well. 

George Bayou

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Why Fluvoxamine?
MANvsMACHINE

#

#

https://rethinkingclinicaltrials.org/news/august-6-2021-early-treatment-of-covid-19-with-repurposed-therapies-the-together-adaptive-platform-trial-edward-mills-phd-frcp/
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1

1 day ago

Supplement to Ivermectin that seems to be working in Brazil.

https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/855535

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352853743_A_Continuation_of_a_
Timeline_of_Ivermectin-Related_Events_in_the_COVID-
19_Pandemic_June_30_2021

 

Real Josey Wales

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

A bit like sending that Dazak asshole, who funded gain of function research on
bat coronaviruses for years at Wuhan, to see about origins of the virus.    Might
as well have asked Epstein to investigate himself and then trust his report on
that. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Gates is biased by the depopulation agenda . The only way human mass
extermination happens is if people do a Jimmy Jones . 

We are being lied to and millions have needlessly died . 

These GD criminials need to be charged for genocide . 

Soloamber

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They need to be Punished for Genocide. Trial is optional.
Cincinnatuus

#

#

https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/855535
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352853743_A_Continuation_of_a_Timeline_of_Ivermectin-Related_Events_in_the_COVID-19_Pandemic_June_30_2021
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43 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

which reveal up to a 96% reduction in death [prophylaxis] with Ivermectin

Yeah but how is BigPharma going to make any money on an off-patent drug like Ivermectin?

That's all that matters.

Globalist Overlord
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The pharma profits are a factor here BUT the scale financial and societal  impact is
thousands of times bigger.    The Great Reset is the main driver of this destruction, not
a measly 10 or 15 billion bucks a year for big pharma.

TBT or not TBT

#

#

38 Reply"

1 day ago

I purchased vet ivermectin before it could be denied to me. Taking it weekly. Other than a
strong desire to chew my cud, I’m fine. 

Lookout Mountain

#

#
6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

 You're 1/2 way there.

  There's a cheap antacid tablet that has loads of Zinc in it. [also kills warts]

yn crx

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I loaded up on the stuff from Amazon while it’s still available. Green apple petroleum
jelly. 

Mr_Frank_Waturi

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

It's cheap too. 

Things that go bump

#

#
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37 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wow. The last 48 hours has seen a coordinated effort to disparage Ivermectim, from CNN, to
Medscape, to NYTimes,,etc. Sure enough, they pulled a “study” out of their collective arse,
which is a meta-study of the weakest studies, totally ignoring the 10 times as many studies
demonstrating effectiveness. This is equivalent to the Lancet attacking HCQ. Disgusting.
These people should be tried for crimes against humanity.

Lookout Mountain
#

#

32 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I recommend everyone save these articles and links and spread this article to friends and
family. The trash at the top in this country--from the medical industrial complex to the
demonrats to the corporate junkenpresse want us all dead and don't want this truth out.

Get it out.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

3 31 Reply"

1 day ago

My dog died years ago. I got some left over Heart guard pills I'd be glad to sell you if
you really believe anti worm meds will cure the Covid.

Anthraxed

#

#

17 1 Reply"

1 day ago

a/hole. what kick are you getting from getting people killed and injured
hooligan2009

#

#

26 Reply"

1 day ago

Go bang you're mother again loser.
Anthraxed

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

now who is projecting
hooligan2009

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Your
Frito

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Grammatical errors really dampen the effect of a witty riposte.
creeper

#

#

1 day ago

especially the really witty, wildean ones.
jeff montanye

#

#

1 11 Reply"

1 day ago

I share your pain.
Dogspurt

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

that pain is just barely starting.  when, and they will, the dissenters find out how
corruptly the medical institutions and big pharma suppressed the actual cures for
covid (https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-
medication/) there will be so many suits for wrongful termination, class action
suits against the private companies that did the dirty work for the "legally
protected" government and pharmacy companies it will cause you to squirt out
your backside.

oh wait . . . .

jeff montanye

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Can you cite any meta analysis that shows evidence that canine"Heart guard pills"
prove effect as a treatment for CVD19?

You seem to be missing the story here ...

IVM has a lot of evidence that it is useful against CVD19, case in point^

Orygun

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2021-08-11/ivermectin-no-effect-covid

 

Anthraxed

#

#
17 Reply"

1 day ago

That article is about as credible as the Surgisphere study on
Hydroxycloroquine published and later retracted by Lancet.

This study has been discussed in detail on the Darkhorse.

 

Orygun

#

#

https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2021-08-11/ivermectin-no-effect-covid
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3

1 day ago

and to quote from the study itself:  The trial originally tested the results from
a single Ivermectin dose in January this year, but was later changed to
involve one daily dose for three days of 400 micrograms of the drug for
every kilogram (about 2.2 pounds) of the patients’ weight, up to 90
kilograms.

get that a single dose?  not even the proper dose by weight.  they didn't
want to find out that it helped.  clear from the start.  and three days is
probably not enough.  for scabies the doses must be spaced apart.
 perhaps the same for covid.

https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=how+many+days+ivermectin+to+kill+scabies&t=osx&ia=web

jeff montanye

#

#
Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Government troll

LouTurks

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

 

You should tell the medical profession that they must stop using Warfarin on people
as it is rat poison so obviously no use as medicine in humans. 

 

Idiot.

acementhead

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=warfarin+and+coumadin&t=osx&ia=web
jeff montanye

#

#

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=how+many+days+ivermectin+to+kill+scabies&t=osx&ia=web
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=warfarin+and+coumadin&t=osx&ia=web
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

that's the best you (and the daily beast) have got?  because ivermectin kill (some)
worms too then it's "horse paste" or "sheep drench."  sad.  you show the weakness
of your argument and by extension your mind when you use such clearly
propagandistic techniques.

the truth will out this time because there are millions who don't want the jab and
don't want to lose their jobs.  also lawyers. 

jeff montanye

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago

I tried, but unfortunately, my friends and family won't listen.   Frankly I think they're all
terrified and putting on a brave face now that they're all "fully vaxxed."

I pretty much know what I need to know at this point, so I mostly come here for the
solace provided by people with the same (or better) critical skills as myself.  No one in
my immediate circle fits that description, apart from my wife (thank God).

ebear

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

But they're not "fully vaxxed".  They will never be fully vaxxed until leftists are no
longer in power.

I've taken to asking my leftist acquaintances if they've had their booster shot yet. 
I'm getting some odd looks.  The hoax is starting to register.

creeper

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

That hoax could get the unvaxxed burned at the stake.

Ex: variant fear is channeled towards us because the blame for variants is shifted
to the unvaxxed.

It CAN happen again. Logic is gone. There has been a societal transformation.
Mass Insanity.

pods

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Hiding out in a quiet place for the next year or so, might be a good plan.
Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

1

1 day ago

I think you underestimate the time required by a factor of 20
Fund a Mental

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Probably wise to PRINT the articles. 
TBT or not TBT

#

#

32 Reply"

1 day ago

Bought my family ivermectin through indiamart a few months ago. Money well spent.
Suppression of alternative therapies is just one of the many reasons the medical field has
lost all credibility. Get woke go broke you filthy animals.

z tranche

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Was it expensive?
colourmepop

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

It is not. With a goodrx.com coupon you can get it for about $25 at almost any
pharmacy.

edotabin

#

#

http://goodrx.com/
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30 Reply"

1 day ago

I've followed the Ivermectin stories very carefully and watch all weekly videos the flccc.net
put out.

I'm convinced they are genuine. You can tell by the adjustments they make in their protocol
as the virus evolves etc. They actually treat patients and monitor results etc.

I think they're courageous and should be an example for other doctors. Being a doctor is
about doing what these people are doing. It isn't about censoring or blindly following in
order to drive fancy cars and have fancy homes.

edotabin
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Well said. I agree. 
Lookout Mountain

#

#

29 Reply"

1 day ago

Why no talk of Ivermectin?

Because a Genocidal Agenda is taking place, and TPTB want us plebs to die off by 2025.

No to Masks

No to the Death Jab

No to the MSM propaganda

No to the election lies 

Yes to Life and Liberty

 

 

DancingDragon

#

#

http://flccc.net/
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29 Reply"

1 day ago

Can't have ivermectin working any more than they could hydroxychloroquine.  It's too
cheap, they can't fleece people with it and if there's a useful treatment then the EUA for the
so-called vaccines is  invalid.

Ironclaw
#

#

23 Reply"

1 day ago

Bingo.  The WHO and CDC, by denying the effectiveness of HCQ and Ivermectin, are
responsible for countless preventable deaths. 

Cobra!

Cobra Commander

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

This link says the treatment is 12 mg/day for 5 days.  I believe it comes in 6 mg
tablets and capsules.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625/

steve2241

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Flccc.net  updates their protocol as needed.
edotabin

#

#

26 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If there was an ounce of medical integrity in Fauci and his pals, they would at least urge
ivermectin in treatment, while still pushing their jab for profit. These are
sociopaths/psychopaths. 

Lookout Mountain

#

#

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625/
http://flccc.net/
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

 

They can't do that, truly, because the "vaccine"(s) have only emergency use approval.
EUA is permitted only if there is no treatment.

Pfizer has even cancelled its phase three trial by unblinding and offering the control
arm, the placebo takers, the vaccine; this renders the study useless.

Scumbag Fauci has also been taking D3 and C all along(so have I for decades) but
didn't make it public until about four or five months ago, when he was asked in an
interview. The bastard can't stop talking and giving his opinion but kept secret his
own prophylactic regime(5-7000 D3 a gram or two a day of C(same as mine)). Why has
he kept it secret?

 

 

acementhead

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Worse than useless. They maliciously destroyed data, using 'ethics' (lmao) as a
pretext, anticipating that if they waited any longer, the placebo group would
get better longterm results than the vax group once the next flu season hit, as per
animal studies where mrna vaccines caused death upon exposure to wild virus.

ebola-ka-debola

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

 

Agreed.

acementhead

#

#
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25 Reply"

1 day ago

I hope I live long enough to see the CDC, NIAID and the WHO dismantled, the personnel
arrested en masse and the leadership hung, drawn and quartered after a quick, public trial.

Then, it'll be Fraudcheap, Gates-of-Hell,Das-zack and Klaus Swabs turn for their trial and
similar treatment.

I want to see this and I'd pay to take part as part of a legal process.

WorkingClassMan
#

#

24 Reply"

1 day ago

You could ask also, why MERCK who's owning Ivermectin is also advocating against the use
of its molecule against COVID... but the mystery is quick unveiled, they are working on
Molnupiravir a "new drug" that has tremendous prophylaxy efficacy against COVID and they
are in the latest part of Phase III. Molnupiravir will be advertised all over the place by all
media outlet when it will come on the market. But why ? Because Molnupiravir (which could
be just a rebrand of Ivermectin) will be much MUCH more expensive than the old Ivermectin
! Business is business my friend.

TalkingMind

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Patent for Ivermectin expired decades ago. Nobody owns itr now which is why it is so
cheap. Plus obviously easy to make with cheap pre-cursors. I believe that MERCK
actually used to(not so long ago) supply free to some countries for anti-parasitic use.
No doubt that is now stopped.

acementhead

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Now that's the problem right there for big pharma, no patent cheap.
ysrn

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Good find. The target price is $700 a treatment in the US, so just over a million
customers per year makes it a "blockbuster". The only blockbuster vaccine before this
COVID vaccine scam was Prevnar from Pfizer for kids. The reason is because it is
priced in the $70 range (if memory serves me) in the US, using CDC wholesale figures.

 

flrzero

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Even worse.... the US govt committed to buy 1.7 million treatments for $1.2 billion.
And Merck expects to be able to supply enough by the end of the year to generate
$5 billion in annual revenue. https://www.merck.com/news/merck-announces-
supply-agreement-with-u-s-government-for-molnupiravir-an-investigational-oral-
antiviral-candidate-for-treatment-of-mild-to-moderate-covid-19/

flrzero

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Also Merick manufactures the failed JnJ vaccine, so they make some (or hoped
to make) money off that.

flrzero

#

#

24 Reply"

1 day ago

First do no harm, fvckers.
MoonWatcher

#

#

23 Reply"

1 day ago

The editors on Wikipedia are really pathetic. So agenda driven, and they can't even see it.
Short of FDA approval, they will not even acknowledge the mountains of evidence for
Ivermectin. It's a conspiracy theory according to the article. Fucking retards. It makes my
blood boil.

Nona Yobiznes

#

#

https://www.merck.com/news/merck-announces-supply-agreement-with-u-s-government-for-molnupiravir-an-investigational-oral-antiviral-candidate-for-treatment-of-mild-to-moderate-covid-19/
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Why I stopped donating to Wikipedia.
FinsterF

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Why did you ever start?
El Fin de ZH

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

We're nice guys.  Until we find out we've been shafted.
creeper

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Because when wiki started it was a useful resource and seemed legit.

I still use it for info of no political import - basic facts like atomic numbers and the
like.

bigjim

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

There are no "editors", go try to correct something
divide_by_zero

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

Why are you reading Wikipedia?

Wikipedia is widely known to be dishonestly controlled.  Even the founder has
recognized it.

desertboy

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Nobody NEEDS the Approval of Wikipedia.  In fact, it's NOT Necessary that They
believe You...  Just put them out of your mind.

Cincinnatuus

#

#

22 Reply"

1 day ago

The suppression of numbers like this puts us into crimes against humanity level, if we
weren't there already.

Patmos

61 studies comprising 23,000 patients which reveal up to a 96%
reduction in death [prophylaxis] with Ivermectin

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It's okay. We've been there for a while now. Carry on.
El Fin de ZH

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Who is going to court and who will be doing the arrests. Every institute including the
military appears to be corrupted.

Nexus789

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Torch and Pitch Fork Time!
Cincinnatuus

#

#

21 Reply"

1 day ago

If the medical field cannot be trusted to prevent you from getting covid, why would anyone
trust them to actually give you a cure, the goal is endless "treatment". You cannot fight
medical corruption against those who profit from it.

MoonWatcher

#

#
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20 Reply"

1 day ago

The greatest crime is denying treatment so that you can claim only the magic vaxx will save
us. It’s called pre-meditated murder. 

Lookout Mountain
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

yes it is

which is why post mortems on the more than 12,000 dead from the injections should
be compared.

and which is why the drug cartel and drug mules like fauci and walensky cannot permit
an analysis of such autopsies.

you would think forensic analysts across the country would be able to instruct
prosecutors about the evidence of genocide and have the FBI complete 4 am raids on
actual mass murderers rather than octogenarians' like roger stone 

hooligan2009

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Dr. Ryan Cole at the Whitecoat Summit a few weeks ago said only ONE official
autopsy had been performed on a suspected jab side effects death.

ONE!

Fast forward to the 0:35 mark.  Definitely worth the 15 minutes of time.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zxdjT87ahvcI/

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

What everyone is forgetting. In the written contracts from vax companies, "no alternative
meds are allowed", hence no ivermectin, hcq, or a host of others. That's why the
government's push, that alternative meds are misinformation.  

nuggetstoosmall

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zxdjT87ahvcI/
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

right.  if there are safer alternatives for treating covid then the "warp speed" push for
universal coerced injection of "emergency use only" vaccines will take the gut shot that
that california congressional candidate wanted to reserve for the covid truthers.

jeff montanye

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You’re never going to convince the Branch Covidians that anything less than jabs will thwart
Sars-Covid-2 infection.

Xi Joe Ping

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

they will have to argue with the truth presented by the anti-jabbers they are trying to
fire: nurses and marines, etc.  it is going to get ugly but as churchill said, the truth is
incontrovertible. malice may attack it, ignorance may deride it, but in the end, there it
is.

jeff montanye

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Has it occurred to the medical community that if we reach 100% vaccination there will
be no control group against which to compare results?

creeper

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

A quick search of the term 'ivermectin' will show the NIH has studies proving that is
'shortens the duration' of Covid-19...meaning it is effective.

One day this will all get sorted out and I can only hope and pray that the criminals
responsible for all of this will pay dearly.

HinkenLoopah

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

lawsuits against the private companies doing the bidding of the better protected
government and big pharma.

jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

This only gets sorted out when people go guillotines of the elite corporate class and
the politician class and some of the judicial class.

That will...never happen though. It will get worse from now on.

 

This is a spiritual test, that God is allowing. The question from God:

What do you chose, human:

1. Do you choose biological life (not trusting me, your God), not trusting your
immune system that I designed to protect you from most viruses?

2. Do you choose eternal spiritual life, though that means they will kill you for
believing in Me,  and your biological life will end?

 

Right.of.stareoS

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

great article and work.

i salute the authors. true modern day heroes in this covid world of evil and hate.

hooligan2009

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

2nd batch of Ivermectin horse paste arrived in the mail today for my preps. 
Spengler

#

#
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1 10 Reply"

1 day ago

Use it on your horse; don't take it yourself.
Dogspurt

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why not? 
Lookout Mountain

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

It's not that hard to get the human version.
edotabin

#

#
17 2 Reply"

1 day ago

A high ranking person affiliated with Oxford is on tape stating that the purpose of the
vaccines is to sterilize the population. Their target is to sterilize 60 to 70%. This would
explain the need to Jab the children. The Vaxx related deaths seem to be an accepted side
affect. If Ivermectin and other drugs were available to to public and shown that they worked,
people would not get vaccinated. It's been about depopulation all along. Hence, the
tyrannical world wide push to get vaccinated.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Where do you get this shyt from? 
 

Ronbo007

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Dark To Light Podcast: Ron DeSantis And Regeneron

https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9yYWRpb2luZmx1ZW5jZS5jb20vY
2F0ZWdvcnkvZGFyay10by1saWdodC9mZWVkLw/episode/aHR0cHM6Ly9yYWRpb
2luZmx1ZW5jZS5jb20vP3A9MjU5MDM?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwjYo4C-
3rDyAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9yYWRpb2luZmx1ZW5jZS5jb20vY2F0ZWdvcnkvZGFyay10by1saWdodC9mZWVkLw/episode/aHR0cHM6Ly9yYWRpb2luZmx1ZW5jZS5jb20vP3A9MjU5MDM?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwjYo4C-3rDyAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

It is about death, sterilization and total CONTROL of the survivors.
ndree

#

#

3 Reply"

21 hours ago (Edited)

this is so hard to believe, even for a skeptic like me.  If this is true, and it gets out and
widely known, how could they possibly contain the reaction?  Can you imagine what
parents would do if their children were in fact sterilized by the jab?  Young people of
child bearing age not able to conceive because of the jab? 

I can't imaging much else that would incite a revolution more certain than this.  No
matter what kind of crap they put out to try to cover their butts, no one would believe
it.  Of course, it may take several years for all this to be confirmed, and by then, who
knows what the situation will be in society?  At that point it may not matter anymore. 

Still, this insane push to have everyone get the jab and boosters ad infinitum is just not
explainable by any rational argument.  I really hope this is not true.  But....at this point i
keep adding 2+2 and getting four, no matter what kind of math is being taught today. 
Lucky for me, i learned my numbers 45 years ago. 

IKnewThat

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

Those responsible are psychopaths, megalomaniacs, and eugenicists.

That is why normal people can't imagine that "they" would actually do something
like this.

Meatier Shower

#

#
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Reply"

7 hours ago

People have short memories and some have such a blind faith in modern medicine
they could not possibly connect the dots.  I was  one of them.  Never connected the
dots when my first two children were chronically and severely  sick after
vaccinations.  They (actually all of us) had miserable infancies, one well baby check
after the other.  All those horrible childhood illnesses, trips to the doctor, trips to the
ER ended when I stopped vaccinating.   If the kid gets the shot at 9, and can't get
pregnant at 22, how many folks are going to connect the dots?

PMS Mainstreeter

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago

Isn't it time to get rid of Wikipedia anyway?

It's just a conglomeration of personally preferenced "so called" facts that is editable by just
about anyone.

I've changed things that aren't true and they change back. Some things are clearly
biased...clearly.

Take everything you read from that 'source' with a huge grain of salt.

glenlloyd

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Hear! Hear!!
gorghast

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

One of the original founders has started to work on an alternative. 
Lookout Mountain

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

It's still useful for things  that aren't controversial -- where is a certain city, general
description of a certain aircraft or ant ... stuff like that.

But no, I don't give them money.   They've got to do better than just collect othodoxy
to get money.

Zorch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

the less "controversial" or "political" the subject, the better wikipedia is.  

explaining gravitation, yes.  explaining global warming, no.

jeff montanye

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Poor Galileo... the actual heretics destroyed one of the most brilliant minds in human
history. 

I decided to try out the "talk" tab as the author suggested and he's right. The amount of
bullshit, diabolical coverups these a$$holes in government and pharma armed with deaf,
dumb and blind "fact checkers" are guilty of makes me want to effing hurl.

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/wikipedia-and-a-pint-of-
gin/article_22ffa0d8-dde9-11eb-be75-d7b0b1f2ff67.html

Read that. Ivermectin is a highly effective prophylactic and an effing treatment, you fact-
check phucking morons. And here I am being b e g g e d for money by wikipedia. GET
BENT.

*edit* - this site is the duck's guts in Ivermectin F A C T S:  https://ivmmeta.com/ (
BOOKMARK IT )

petulant elixir

#

#

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/wikipedia-and-a-pint-of-gin/article_22ffa0d8-dde9-11eb-be75-d7b0b1f2ff67.html
https://ivmmeta.com/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yep. I used to give Wikipedia (precious) cash annually back when it was (once) a 'go to'
platform. 

Way back when... 

gorghast

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Fact Chekas.
Samual Vimes

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

nice.  seems so obvious after you wrote it.

snopes: fact cheka.

 

jeff montanye

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

infogalactic.com is better alternative to wankerpedia
risk.averse

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Boy, ivmmeta is truly super.  Duely bookmarked and THANK YOU. 
Zorch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

You are most welcome. We simply cannot afford to lose this fight. 

Everything they accuse us of is, in fact, what they themselves are.

petulant elixir

#

#

http://infogalactic.com/
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15 Reply"

1 day ago

Horse worming paste. Tractor Supply.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

you can still get it on shamazon, even an IM injection formula. I have no doubt that
they'll soon ban it the same way they did fishmox, which is.....pharmaceutical grade
......amoxicillin.

IAmRunningMan

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

IAmRunningMan:

How do you determine the human dosage? We used injections for our large dogs to
prevent parasites, and our vet gave us syringes. How do we get what we need?

Redeemed51

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Check the flccc.net website. They have a full protocol and you can trust their
advice. Good luck.

Just In Beaver

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

.
Friedrich not Salma

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

1 ml per 110 lbs of body weight of the 1% injectable solution every 48 hours. 
Takes about 3 doses. Drink it in juice or something, don't inject it.

Cincinnatuus

#

#

http://flccc.net/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Indian pharmacies?
FinsterF

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Pernicious:

How do you determine the correct dosage for yourself? How do you take it? I’m
guessing it isn’t tasty.

Redeemed51

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Basic dose in mg/kg is here. For the paste you will either need a scale, or divide in
fractions by eye.

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-
MASKplus-Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf

Lookout Mountain

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

The plunger is marked in lbs. dial the stopper down to 250lbs (enough for you?)
and squeeze it out. A blob about the size of a big vitamin C pill (1000mg)

AAAAANDRE

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's not that bad. Nothing I'd eat for pleasure, kind of like gacking down a glob of
vaseline. With essence of a Jolly Rancher green apple candy tossed in.

BethanyAnneNacht

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Put it in apple sauce. 

 

Thinking Thoughtfully

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-MASKplus-Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf
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15 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, we all know the "Covid Pandemic" and it's mandated "cure" has nothing to do with
saving lives.

Les White
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Or pandemic.
DAVOS-19

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

The incriminating take here is that the CDC has not advanced a single Wuhan Flu
►TREATMENT◄.

The CDC has been dogmatic from the get go, that there was only ever going to be a vector
mRNA protein generation solution.

Talk about a dogmatic tin foil hat!

There was only ever going to be a vector mRNA protein generation solution - as trumpeted,
rorted & spruiked by that renowned science-fictionologist Dr. Mengele Fauci's
*EL***PRESIDENTE* of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases whose all
"The Data Shows..." shows!

gorghast

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Exactly. They are selling the experimental gene therapy injections as the only hope.
Bastards.

Lookout Mountain

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Because they have bills to pay and private jets to buy.
Orygun

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Why the hell-bent rush to vaccinate everyone with a substance that is proved to be
ineffective?  Money, yes.  But there's more to it.  Far too many people who won't
profit personally are fully onboard.  You've figured out the script.  What is the last
act?

creeper

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Puzzling, indeed?  The only way I can imagine the pieces fit together is if...the
vaxx isn’t for this virus but for the NEXT one.  BioWar 101.  You vaxx your side
and then let it rip.  So...did the globalists outsource COVID to be developed at the
Wuhan lab (with $$$ from Fauci’s budget) to cover for the real deal which they
plan to drop around January 2022?  Deniability plays a big role in BioWar, at least
in the early stages.

The health issues caused by the vaxx don’t fit, though.  Maybe there are slight
variations of the vaxx depending on your role in the plan?  Or, despite the fact
they’ve been planning this for a very long time, real-world conditions are simply
too complex to cover?

Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

There’s a special vaxx for troublemakers like me, no doubt
Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC derives 40% of its budget from vaccines.  They got to just add more with this jab.
 Just a little conflict of interest smh

Bollie

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

What say you, vaxtards?
wellwaddyaknow

#

#
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13 1 Reply"

1 day ago

number of dead and wounded from side effects of correctly dosed ivermectin and
HCQ/AzM/Zn

zero

number of dead from injections - tens of thousands, number of wounded - millions

number of peer reviewed studies showing benefits of ivermectin - 60

number of peer reviewed studies showing benefits of injections - zero

approval by fda? ivermectin and hcq - yes, injections - no

can't state the case more plainly than that

hooligan2009
#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

COVID and all things related (diagnosis, treatments, etc.) has become a CULT.  It is a straight
up CULT.  The members of this cult will not, and can not, deny the choices they have made
and the path they are on.  They can't quit this CULT.  Even if it means more suffering and
death....they are brainwashed.  I have friends and family members in this cult and they don't
want to get out.

Cautiously Pessimistic

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Fear is a helluva drug.
Cock Strong

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Herd mentality. 
NoPension

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Its become part of their political identity.  Staying in-line with that identity appears to
mean more to some than truth or science.

CryptoClesus

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

Try and publicise this in Australia and you will be shouted down by just about everyone, from
the Commonwealth Public Health Officer down. Independent politicians who have tried to
advocate for ivermectin and hydroxychloriquine are censored in parliament and treated like
tin foil hat conspiracy theorists and held up to derision in the med. They will not tolerate any
deviation from vaccinations.

Cynicdownunder

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Now a dictatorial police state: pity, butglad I got out just in time early 2020 after 25
years of a good life there (now in Portugal where Ivermectine is used).

Jung

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Is life good in Portugal? (Not sarc, looking for a new home)
booger's

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Is being censured in parliament such a pain that you shouldn’t tell the truth? Politicians
suck.

White Domestic Tourist

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Australia is a Stasi state. You cannot even leave the prison island, because you need to
apply for a travel exemption, which is rarely given (unless you are a bureaucrat or
politician). And the people here in Australia are insufferable little totalitarian nutters,
who love being controlled and abused. They will also rat you out to the police
crimestoppers at any chance available.

Worst country ever.

The XY Report

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Seems that way. 

Ace006

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

The US is run by its media, India is not.
liddleholme

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

The global narrative is falling apart quickly…
Merica101

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Tell that to Australia.  Those poor people...
creeper

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

As many jabs as possible as fast as possible before the sleeping world awakens. That is the
only game plan I can figure. Oh, and very rich pharma and friends. 

Chuck Walla

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

The only game plan you can figure out, my, you're a genius.
Shootstraight

#

#

1 Reply"

23 hours ago

And you are a troll. 
surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

22 hours ago

Do you get your money from the CCP in Yuan.  Are you a CCP troll?

 

thinkcarefully

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

At least he has a plan.  You just come to this sire to criticize.  Get a life you loser.
paine

#

#
Reply"

15 hours ago

Everything they do has to be done quickly to avoid scrutiny and opposing opinions.
subo

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

There have been stories in the news recently about people hospitalized for Covid begging
for the vaccine and how the doctor sadly have to tell them it’s too late for the vaccine and
some of these patients later died.  These nauseating stories mention nothing about the
possibility of saving these patients with treatment that costs a few dollars.

Now Voyager

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

From what I've read HCQ or Ivermectin is not an option in most US hospitals. The
hospitals adopt a treatment protocol and the doctors are not free to deviate from it. It's
all computerized...doctors enter patient data and are presented with the protocol they
must follow at that hospital.

12Doberman

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Treatment protocols developed by mass murderer Fauci...which includes Remdesir
(for which he is DIRECTLY paid), and lung ventilators, BOTH of which KILL!

ndree

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't go to the hospital - they are killing factories.
theWHTMANN

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I was prescribed Ivermectin by my US doctor, but health insurance wouldn't cover it.
Voicefather

#

#

1 Reply"

22 hours ago

What does it cost?  On the net it appears at about $35 for over 20 pills.
thinkcarefully

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

insurance in on the scam too, wow.

 

ironic, they claim to make money, yet they gladly pay thousands out to cover the
evil gene therapy while forgoing the pennies they would pay to cover ivermectin

liberty2day

#

#
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12 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I think it is very important to hear all sides, present data and discuss things openly and even
change your opinion as data emerges, but knowingly spreading misinformation in a time of
pandemic is really tantamount to genocide and must be treated accordingly. So here's
looking at

- platforms that marked posts as misinformation, accused people of spreading it, banned
them even though they are not supposed to editorialize.

- lancet for publishing nonsense and researchers who used wrong protocols to try and
discredit other cures

- NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO all three letter agency and organizational permutations for fake tests,
fake statistics

- all politicians who used it to try and grab power

- MSM

 

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Fauci is that you?
Captain Nemo de Erehwon

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

hardly.  s/he's naming the perps, not the truthers.
jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe reread the post.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#
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Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

That makes no sense.

Ace006

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

You certainly grasped the wrong end of that stick!
Dogspurt

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Presenting data is not spreading misinformation. Trying to hide data is. Follow
science, not "the science". Especially when the latter seems to change hourly.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

the mccullough protocols will destroy the argument for sole dependence on the,
already failing at preventing delta covid, vax.

the days are numbered for the single, screaming voice of big brother.

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/

jeff montanye

#

#

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/
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11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Delta was a ploy to tee the new corona scare up for the public.  It's soft toss. 

In two weeks, it's the Lambda variant.   Delta II.   Worse than bubonic plague and smallpox
combined! 

I can't wait to see ivermectin destroy lambda the way it does delta.  

Fake criminal CDC says ivermectin is ineffective (they used that late covid case like they did
with HCQ when it's already over so they can say ... It doesn't work). 

Ivermectin is not allowed as a standard treatment in the US.  Ivermectin is effective against
head lice.  

Now you know how committed CDC is to saving lives. 

putupjob
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

You're a nutjob............
Shootstraight

#

#

2 Reply"

23 hours ago

Shoo fly.
surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

…..and you are a jobnut! So there and back at ya.
paine

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

My contact in India said it worked great and her family was taking it. Now, I have a
medical contact in South America that is worried because Ivermectin used to work
well, but seems to not work on Lamda nearly as well and neither does the vaccine. I
don't know what information I can trust anymore.

Voicefather

#

#
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1 Reply"

23 hours ago (Edited)

You present nothing that should cause you to question the information you have,
only an indication that you have incomplete information. Keep looking. 

More info on Lambda will be coming, but it isn’t that widespread yet. 

surroundedbyijits

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

If that's true they need to add the zinc and vitamin C along with Ivermectin.  The
three work together to destroy the virus.

subo

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin Blackout isnt a first. The Government, Corporations and Mainstream news have
become the enemies in all this. They can only keep up the scam for so long.

People need to think what needs to be done to all the offenders when this scam is over.

We will not forget.

3.14159

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

This total info lockdown is what baffles me. Every country and every news media is pushing
THE JAB OF LIFE and crushing any other opinion.  The relentless pressure makes me
wonder what ulterior motive they have. 
 

This whole feces show makes me wonder one thing. WTF is the real purpose of the jab? The
more they push, the less I will take it. 

quietdude

#

#
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6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Some say it's an ongoing genocide and I subscribe to that as well. When you look at
the main driving force behind these so called 'vaccines' you have a known eugenicist
in Gates selling a 'vaccine' he'll never take.  That alone is enough for me to never take
it. And since the government says it's good for me it's only confirmation I know it's
bad. 

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Sure makes you wonder, doesn't it? 

I suspect we'll know much more in 5 -10 years.

I'm beyond kids so I don't care anyway...

Monkey.Mia

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

I CAN'T KEEP DOING THIS": DOCTOR PLEADS FOR REVIEW OF DATA using Ivermectin to
treat Covid DURING COVID-19 SENATE
HEARING. https://www.bitchute.com/video/eWJbMJd1sSWI/

Joe Rogan with Dr.Pierre Kory and Brett Weinstein on why Ivermectin should be used to
treat and prevent Covid19.
 https://odysee.com/@yumuvii:3/ROgan-short-2:b

Both Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine are cheap,safe,generic drugs that have been taken
by millions of people for decades. They both should have been made available over the
counter a long time ago,IMO. Outrageous that Covid patients are being denied access to
these drugs.
If there was an honest person in congress,I don't see why they would not introduce a bill to
make these drugs available over the counter to people who want it.

Keep in mind these drugs could also turn out to be effective in treating flu and other viruses.
Also keep in mind that emergency use authorization for vaccines could not have been
approved if Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine were approved treatments,hence their
suppression.

TruthFreedomPeace
#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

We aren't the only people aware of these facts. Where are the members of Congress? How
about state legislatures? Seems like there are a fair amount of people in this country who
could be raising hell over this censorship, why aren't they? The almost total control being
exercised over all these different organizations is remarkable. Even the majority of doctors
aren't able to break through this control and speak out. This is insane.

chubbar

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

i have taken to writing to politicians and the MSM about Ivm - lots of
acknowledgements - no replies

hooligan2009

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/eWJbMJd1sSWI/
https://odysee.com/@yumuvii:3/ROgan-short-2:b
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5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

They are terrified of speaking out. 

I don't watch or listen anymore...but anybody? Did Trump's best friend in the media,
Sean Hannity, utter one word about the cybersymposium?  If he did, I think I'd have
heard. I'm guessing,  not a peep. 

Correct me if I'm wrong.

NoPension

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

This reminds me of the post 9/11 days when professional engineers were having
serious problems with the official story that jet fuel took down the towers.  Officialdom
went after the guys proposing alternative theories hard -to the point of ruining careers. 
This is much worse than the 9/11 coverup.  On a whole new level worse.

CryptoClesus

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

I have been monitoring the Delta variant in India since early May and was shocked at the
correlation between the distribution of Ivermectin and new cases in Uttar Pradesh.  I used to
think that when the Delta variant got to the United States, it would be short-lived based on
what I saw in Uttar Pradesh (UP), but now I think that it will be more prolonged, lasting a few
months.

The Delta-variant started in India in mid-March and within Tamil Nadu (TN) was brought
under control in June as a result of lockdowns and a vaccine strategy.  TN shut down in mid-
April while UP shut down shortly thereafter.

As I write this, both TN and UP are partially locked down.  Schools, shopping malls, and
social gathering places are still closed in both states.  In TN, everything else is open but in
UP, a lock down is in affect from 7 AM to 7 PM.  

From what I hear, TN is further along in containing the Delta-variant that UP.  This is being
attributed to a much stricter lock-down in TN in April.  Doctors are also prescribing
Ivermectin in TN and other drugs to those infected with the Virus.  I don't know if Ivermectin
is part of a drug cocktail.  They are primarily relying on vaccines as a preventive measure in
TN.  

The cost of Ivermectin is a few dollars per treatment regiment.  Compare this to the cost of
vaccines in the United States and the news blackout of Ivermectin starts to make sense. 

The healthcare system in the United States does not exist to make us healthy.  They exist to
make a profit.  

JBidet
#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

They used the same tactic -- false correlation -- to sell vaccines in the first place.
Infectious diseases across the board declined in severity throughout the 20th century,
whether or not vaccines were made for them. In some cases like with measles,
chronological data clearly shows that disease decline was simply a continuation of an
already existing trend.

Similarly, the covid vaccine comes out in winter and, like magick, by mid to late
summer, nobody is dying of pneumonia complications. They are falsely attributing
success to vaccines and tyranny, when it was actually just the weather.

ebola-ka-debola

The Delta-variant started in India in mid-March and within
Tamil Nadu (TN) was brought under control in June as a result
of lockdowns and a vaccine strategy.  TN shut down in mid-
April while UP shut down shortly thereafter.

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I live in an anti vax area, and measles is not uncommon around here.
Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Lockdowns are about 0% effective.  Don't buy Chinese propaganda.
Alcoholocaust

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Nobody cared that Cuomo let all those old folds die in nursing homes. So why would you
expect anyone to care that people are being experimented on with an unproven gene
therapy jab when there is a $5.00/pill alternative that works. How did we allow such sick, evil
people to be our government. Shame on us. 

meanrevers

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

it's the people who have rejected the vax and who are now being threatened with
losing their jobs that have a real incentive to spread the news on the outpatient
protocols developed by dr. peter mccullough and his colleagues.

https://www.bing.com/search?
q=dr.+mccullough%27s+teledoctors&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC

jeff montanye

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If true, then once again

! PRESIDENT TRUMP WAS RIGHT!

I never get tired of Winning, but honest lefties must get tired of hearing

! PRESIDENT TRUMP WAS RIGHT!

" #

Jim diGriz

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Id not jack yourself off just yet, he also gave us Operation Warp Speed.
pods

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

that is true. he believed the criminals and the mules for the drug cartel
hooligan2009

#

#

https://www.bing.com/search?q=dr.+mccullough%27s+teledoctors&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC
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9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The corollary is that this virus was released on purpose; that the gene therapy has ulterior
uses. It must be so, else they would have used Ivermectin, or would not prevent its use. Yet,
they are willing to spend hundreds of billions, if not trillions  with... lockdowns,  and trillions
setting. up 5g,...they will not give up.  They were hoping that the right would have used
violence to unseat Biden, as they were ready. But now that Biden and the rest of them have
had to show their hand,  they have made far more enemies in the American people. They are
now at their weakest. 

 

steiner
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I think the money's enough.  Pharma stands to collect many billions of dollars selling
the vaccines.  And now that it's turning out that the vaccines are/cause huge problems
themselves the politicians are terrified that the scam will be discovered if any control
group (of unvaccinated people) remains so they're doing what our politicians always
do: doubling down.

Zorch

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

If not already mentioned or known, India's cases went UP SHARPLY when their jab rollout
started.

Hmm...

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

here is something else that the MSM won't cover and social media platforms will censor

India Could Sentence WHO Chief Scientist to Death for Misleading Over Ivermectin and
Killing Indians | NextBigFuture.com

June 24, 2021 by Brian Wang

The Indian Bar Association (IBA) sued WHO Chief Scientist Dr. Soumya Swaminathan on
May 25, accusing her in a 71-point brief of causing the deaths of Indian citizens by
misleading them about Ivermectin. There is also an updated legal notice on June 13, 2021.

Point 56 states, “That your misleading tweet on May 10, 2021, against the use of Ivermectin
had the effect of the State of Tamil Nadu withdrawing Ivermectin from the protocol on May
11, 2021, just a day after the Tamil Nadu government had indicated the same for the
treatment of COVID-19 patients.”

hooligan2009
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s going to leave a mark.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

hopefully around the neck
hooligan2009

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

We’re the people at the CDC and FDA truly concerned about people, they would eagerly
welcome news of a good treatment. But they are sold out to Big Pharma and it’s profits.
Sickening.

Lookout Mountain

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

These people preventing this information are evil.
artvandalai

#

#

https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2021/06/india-could-sentence-who-chief-scientist-to-death-for-misleading-over-ivermectin-and-killing-indians.html
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/author/brian-wang
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indian-bar-association-sues-who-scientist-over-ivermectin/article_f90599f8-c7be-11eb-a8dc-0b3cbb3b4dfa.html
https://indianbarassociation.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/LEGAL-NOTICE-FOR-CONTEMPT_JUNE-13-2021.pdf
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Talking about Covid numbers like they are real is like is like talking about inflation using .gov
numbers.

It is all bullshit.

TheReplacement's Replacement
#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

When do the prosecutions begin of those responsible for the deaths of so many? When will
we hold them responsible? If nothing is done you are guaranteed to have it happen again.

Prosecute the persecutors. Give them what they gave to so many, a  nice case of death.

LarryC

#

#
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3 Reply"

22 hours ago

I believe that the Indian Bar Association is prosecuting WHO Chief Scientist Dr.
Soumya Swaminathan.

le's see here

ah yes here it is

https://medicalkidnap.com/2021/06/30/indian-bar-association-sues-who-scientist-for-
the-murder-of-indian-citizens-by-misleading-them-about-ivermectin/

The Indian Bar Association (IBA) sued WHO Chief Scientist Dr. Soumya Swaminathan
on May 25, accusing her in a 71-point brief of causing the deaths of Indian citizens by
misleading them about Ivermectin.

Point 56 states, “That your misleading tweet on May 10, 2021, against the use of
Ivermectin had the effect of the State of Tamil Nadu withdrawing Ivermectin from the
protocol on May 11, 2021, just a day after the Tamil Nadu government had indicated
the same for the treatment of COVID-19 patients.”

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=69099

 

Doesn't seem to be any mention in the Western MSM.

acementhead

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Just shows us how much the PharmaVaxx, NIH, CDC, and the Plutocracy of the Hegemony
are in collusion for the Plunder-Profit.

Pass this Article On.

IronForge

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Is it really that simple? Has it come down to that and nobody is calling it out? That’s
quite a conspiracy.

Ronbo007

#

#

https://medicalkidnap.com/2021/06/30/indian-bar-association-sues-who-scientist-for-the-murder-of-indian-citizens-by-misleading-them-about-ivermectin/
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=69099
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

There are Doctors and Virologist all over the net calling this out. They are being
censored from all of the social media including YouTube. Ask yourself why that is
and then research it for yourself. 

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

No conspiracy.  Individual attempts to fall over themselves in promoting the
cause du jour, just like BLM and CRT.  The more and better they pump the dominant
themes, the higher they rise in the hierarchy.  Same mechanics as the CCP.

Faeriedust

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Um, no. It's called censorship. 
Monkey.Mia

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

You may want to look deeper, friend. 
Monkey.Mia

#

#

8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

These so called 'health authorities' in the medical tyranny jurisdictions of  Amerika, Kanada,
Australia the U.K and others know that Ivermectin is safe and effective against coronavirus.
But the PIC can't stand to have a cheap safe and effective drug be utilized when billions of
dollars of profit are at stake. So a lot of folks die listening to these quacks and low IQ
politicians because there's billions to be made here in this plandemic. 

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

Yeah, but it's more than that.
PMS Mainstreeter

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

About 10 years ago I was diagnosed with a benign mass (1cm) around my pituiatry. The
treatment was Ivermectin which I took for a couple months. I got tired of twice yearly MRI
check ups and fast forward....I am still around. Was it the Ivermectin? Who knows.

The Count
#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

My whole working life has been a battle against the lies of the green NGOs who have had
the corrupt US and California government under their control. Needless to say, I absolutely
don't trust the government at any level.  After about the first couple of weeks of this
"pandemic" I realized that there was something not adding up here. I got wind of Ivermectin
from a friend and started getting it at the local feed store where it was readily available for
the treatment of parasites in horses. My wife and I have been taking it every other month in
the dosage for 200 lb. body weight. She doesn't weigh anywhere near that either, thank
goodness. We also take Vitamin D3, C, and zinc daily. We have been in close proximity to
multiple people who have full blown China virus and we were only sick once  with very mild
symptoms that passed in about two days. I realize that this is far from scientific but it works
for us. We also never wear masks and absolutely will not be willingly taking the shot.

Theo P Neustic

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Possible: 400mcg/kg dose x1 would be double your current dosing. Use at the first
signs of suspicious symptoms.

The paste itself is based on 200mcg/kg horse, by the way.  So doubling gets you to
one suggested dose of 400mcg/kg.  

But what do I know?

novictim

#

#

Reply"

22 hours ago

Thanks for that. I was wondering  since the animal Iver is 3.??% I think and now I
have the actual human pills. The pills that I have subsequently obtained  are  3MG

Theo P Neustic

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Median age of those dying from covid = 82+, the rest are COMORBID or OBESE. Its a
dangerous virus but the audience is for the most part targeted. 

yerfej
#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Yes, agreed, and yet there remains a massive cover-up on therapeutics and a rush to
vaccinate with a dangerous set of products.

 

 

Jean Moulin

#

#
8 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, and the reason isn't just Big Pharma profits either. This whole exercise is about
vaccine passports, then social credit scoring and using the passports to control our
travel. Finally it's about introducing a CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency) which is
used in conjunction with the above. It will be complete control over the populations
of the earth. THAT is what this is all about, period. They can roll out a variant like
courses of a dinner and serve them up at will to keep the masses afraid and under
the control of the passports. People had better wake the F up and start taking back
their rights. It starts with refusing face masks and vaccines. 

chubbar

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Some might argue with your thoughts but what is interesting is that those who
push such an agenda would be happy living in that kind of world. 

yerfej

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

" It starts with refusing face masks and vaccines. "

Done. 

Zorch

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

All this, plus I do believe part of the plan is to drastically reduce the number of
humans on Earth.  One way or another.  
 

The “ideal” number stated for the “sustainable” future is a half-billion - that’s
almost 95% down from the eight billion walking around today.

Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, and it's right there in the heading of Table 3 of the CDC data!

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm

Comorbidities and other conditions

Table 3 shows the types of health conditions and contributing causes mentioned in
conjunction with deaths involving coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The number of
deaths that mention one or more of the conditions indicated is shown for all deaths
involving COVID-19 and by age groups. For over 5% of these deaths, COVID-19 was
the only cause mentioned on the death certificate. For deaths with conditions or
causes in addition to COVID-19, on average, there were 4.0 additional conditions
or causes per death. For data on deaths involving COVID-19 by time-period,
jurisdiction, and other health conditions.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm the kind of person that takes a spider, I find in the house, outside. I spent several months
in Arizona and unfamiliar with the local insects, kinda adopted a kill or be killed attitude,
when something came into the house. I'm getting that feeling again. You realize they will not
stop until we are all dead or locked up for the rest of our lives?

Nessa

#

#

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

don't think so.  they are trying to jab the unwilling when there is a proven alternative
protocol for treating covid on an outpatient basis.  the medical institutions and big
pharma have suppressed it but it is getting out nonetheless.  if they make good on their
threats and fire people who refuse the jab (violation of nuremberg code) they will be
sued for wrongful termination with the mccullough protocols offered as proof the vax
enforcement was unnecessary and, indeed, counterproductive.

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/

jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Sued? Where? In what court? 
NoPension

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

In Virginia, the Governor has given all Commonwealth employees until Sept 1st to
get the jab or be fired. He has EXEMPTED POLITICIANS, JUDGES AND POLITICAL
AIDES. So those judges must earn their keep, which means following the agenda
when ruling on cases. It will be like this all across the country, on every judicial level.

Nessa

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I think Uttar Pradesh reaching 71% of population over 6 with antibodies (only 3% has
received 2 shots and the vaccines are very poor, like AZ) is more important. For over 18 (i.e.
vaccine candidates) it is probably in the 80% range.

I don't want knock Ivermectin, but most people like myself just get cold symptoms. If I had
taken Ivermectin then I might have given the credit when it was my own immune system. I
had actually purchased a bottle of hydroxychloroquine (Plaquenil) in my 3rd world residence,
but then I traveled to the US and got the rona within a few days. Fortunately, I forgot to bring
the pills with me. I might have been tempted to take them. I was fully ok within 5 days and
had to be out and about spreading the disease. p.s. It always astounded me that 3rd World
countries allow you to buy any "prescription" drug over the counter, whereas the supposedly
educated Westerners have to seek approval from their overlords.

 

flrzero
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

in my country, many of the prescription drugs are subsidized by the govt. That's the
reason they give for requiring the prescription: to prevent wasting taxpayer-subsidized
meds on those who don't really need them. Other excuse given is that some meds are
dangerous if abused or taken by mistake. Big Pharma makes billions from govt
subsidised meds here but what's the alternative? Some meds --eg anti-cancer -- can
cost thousands of bucks. Without the subsidy they would be unaffordable.

risk.averse

p.s. It always astounded me that 3rd World countries allow you
to buy any "prescription" drug over the counter, whereas the
supposedly educated Westerners have to seek approval from
their overlords

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Too-frequent use of antibiotics is causing major drug resistance and the rate of
development of replacements has slowed to near-zero. 

If you self-medicate you have to know what you're doing.  That's not easy even when
you're young and problems come one at a time.  In later years when you're likely taking
multiple drugs at the same time thinking about the drug interactions is a tough job;
most people simply aren't going to do it. 

Zorch

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

When asked how Indian managed to avoid so many deaths, an official explained that most
Indians can't afford television.

ThorAss

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Since Liberals tend to believe the dogma including Wikipedia, YouTube etc. I think the
boycott of Ivermectin may have some positive side effects too. 

AnMonist275

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

A class action lawsuit against Wikipedia will  get them changing their bias . 

If I had a relative die from Covid and they were not given the option of Ivermectin
treatment 

I would sue the ass off the "medical " profession and anyone who worked to block use
of this drug .

 

Soloamber

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, good luck with that *snort*
bigjim

#

#
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8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

ivermectin is an anti parasite...   guess what .. dengue, zika, chinkunguya, saars, hiv, lime
disease,  malaria, covid are blood parasites.. treat with ivermectin..

even this rare disease in africa is treated with ivermectin.. another parasite..

https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/infectious-diseases/nematodes-
roundworms/onchocerciasis-river-blindness

mkt repos
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

time to recognize that we are at irregular war and that American elites (Big Pharma, MSM,
AMA) are carrying out a genocide for the CCP, because they're been bought and paid for or
are compromised fatally

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AhtMq9QbHwMu/ 

Benign

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

What a indictment of Western society's leadership. How can it be that what seems to be 100
percent of formerly trusted institutions be they mainstream media, health organization both
private and government, and most political leaders are so adamant about what is just ONE
approach to ending a non-lethal pandemic. They all can't be lining their pockets. We know a
lie is being vigorously spread and reenforced but we don't know why. This lie is maiming and
killing people by the thousands to what end?

Controse

#

#

https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/infectious-diseases/nematodes-roundworms/onchocerciasis-river-blindness
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AhtMq9QbHwMu/
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Part of it could just be the normal mechanics of groupthink.  Because of the way that
power and position in our society are dependent on "fitting in" with those already in
power, there's a powerful selection bias.  Anyone who wants to "get anywhere" has to
jump to agree with and enlarge upon "the program" of those on top.  All incentives are
structured to promote those who not only support but expand whatever the cause du
jour happens to be.  So once a fad is set in motion, anyone who still has a career to
pursue is hell-bent to increase its depth and spread.  None of these idiots knows
anything about virology or epidemiology or public health.  What they know is that this is
the "in" thing and they have to out-compete all the other bozos in promoting it, to
promote themselves. 

Faeriedust

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Um, it is simpler than that genius...it's all about who pays your grants and your
salary. 

Monkey.Mia

#

#
Reply"

7 hours ago

Yep, and that demonic little imp, F-k Face Fauci controls the purse strings to
billions of dollars of research money.

PMS Mainstreeter

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Here is what THEY Really Don't Want YOU to Know:

Ivermectin WORKS on ALL Viruses.  No need for vaccines ever again...

Cincinnatuus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Replace the word “virus” with “disease” and you would be more correct.
TrippyCat

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

There are also papers indicating it is helpful against Cancer. Sorry no link but read a
while back.

Born2Bwired

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

My father died from Large Cell Lymphoma a couple decades ago,  and I've been
researching cures for cancer ever since.  There are all kinds of supposed Cures For
Cancer out there that are not profitable for Big Pharma...  You can Cure Cancer for
under $10...

Cincinnatuus

#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago

I've seen rick simpson oil working, first hand.
One of these is not like the others..

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

BREAKING NEWS: My sauces (sic) tell me that Alensky of the CDC will issue instructions for
all children to wear rubber hats, gloves and boots because it has been discovered that
children are more likely to die from lightning strikes than from CoVID-19.

Walensky is also considering an instruction to shut off all air-conditioning units that are
powered by fossil fuels because of reports that the effectiveness of masks can be improved
from utterly pointless to simply "useless".

hooligan2009

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

ivermectin will not be approved for use because the emergency use authorization for the
vaccines is dependent upon there not being any other effective treatment.

besnook10

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
Cock Strong

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

 

This is a spiritual test, that God Almighty and All-knowing, is allowing.

The question from God, your Creator, who loves you, is:

What do you chose, human:

1. Do you choose biological life, not trusting me, your God, not trusting your immune
system that I designed to protect you from most viruses, caving to fear?

2. Do you choose eternal spiritual life, though that means they will kill you for believing in
Me,  and your biological life will end, maybe in order to spite Me they could also torture
you?

Right.of.stareoS
#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

One day they will find Wepons Of Mass Distruction!

 Because they don't lie!

LouTurks

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

More and more people have stopped believing the false narratives from this corrupt
government and it's propaganda media.  The over counting of Florida infection counts by
the CDC is just another example. They were busted! The wife and I (seasoned citizens)
received the original double Pfizer jab but that's it. No more. Received a real prescription for
Ivermectin from one of the online Docs. Not the horse paste. Now no worries while we watch
the Biden Pelosi Democrat misery boat sinking fast.

Tedium

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Ditto here, that’s about all we can do outside of eating right and exercising.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Follow the Money.  Pharmaceutical Companies aren't going to get rich selling a $1 a Day
Generic Pill that defeats Chinese Flu versus a Patented Vaccine that appears to require a
Lifetime of Booster Shots (profitable annuity for the manufacturer).

Latin America has used Ivermectin as a primary treatment of Chinese Flu since March 2020. 
There is more than enough scientific data to prove Ivermectin's effectiveness by now.

Delusion Spotter
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

remember ivermectin is not "a" pill unless you weigh thirty pounds or take a bigger
than regular pill.  the standard dosage pill is for that weight.  i had to take seven a day
for a bit to beat a brutal case of scabies (acquired from a very horny but very attractive
mri tech in her office; she gave me an endless and wandering leg massage, gloveless, i
clueless until later).

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Lucky you! She sounds very unprofessional...but delightful nevertheless. LOL

What were you having an MRI scan for?

risk.averse

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

potential baker's cyst.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=bakers+cyst&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC

jeff montanye

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

EXCELLENT!
The moral of the story here is that which is forbidden is the most beneficial for you.
Thanks, Tylers!

The real jo blo

#

#

https://www.bing.com/search?q=bakers+cyst&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC
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Reply"

1 day ago

kind of a corollary to those whom you are forbidden to criticize (likud mossad, sayanim
and assets) are your rulers.

jeff montanye

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The real question is why is the MSM, government, big tech, etc. all on the same page with
respect to censoring news on Ivermectin.

The question should lead one to the answer which is the globalists and WEF. 

Barnacles

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

So far, I just see a bunch of greedbags and psychopaths in the CDC, WHO, billionaires
and governments releasing their inner urges for dictatorship and power to make $$$,
but there is real doubt about how and why the C-19 was released. As they say, never
let a crises go to waste, especially if it aids the removal of the Orange Hitler.

The US and Aus funding of the Wuhan lab was very revealing. The Aussies seem to
know something about the C-19 that the rest of the world has ignored or is ignorant of.
That would explain their hysterical lockdowns to just a few deaths this year, which has
returned the island to the status of a penal colony again.

Vivekwhu

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

So what are the side effects of taking Ivermectin ? Besides living and pennies a dose

The vaccination doesn't guarantee you won't get COVID , even a double vac . 

So what is the treatment in such cases ? Let them die ?

Why wouldn't Ivermectin be provided the sick person ? Isn't it their right to .try a treatment
with 

even modest success ? 

Ivermectin cannot be kept in the closet for just medical professionals. 

Doctors have sworn an oath to aid their patients not some left wing media / pharma clique . 

Make the facts known risks and all and let patients and their Doctor decide . 

They don't want it because of the money and because it was well known Ivermectin is
effective but was not administered . 

They  may have waved the Pharma liabilities but they didn't wave liability for genocide . 

Make Ivermectin readily available NOW . 

When you know something , could have taken action to save lives and didn't you are first
scum but will be held liable . 

Make Ivermectin available NOW . 

 

Soloamber
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I had a side effect. It made me a little tired the next day. I do believe I'll take that over
blood clots. And death. and myocarditis. The End.

BethanyAnneNacht

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

this is the proof that fauci is a mule for the drug cartel

so are all the politicians and quacks that support the injections of lethal cyto-toxins
containing spike proteins and graphene oxide.

i hope everyone does their best to spread this story globally as i have

hooligan2009
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Why wouldn't Rand Paul ping those graphs to a piece of cardboard and ask Fauci or
somebody from JHU to explain.

x-moose

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Rand knows what he can and cannot do...

His rebel stance is as rangebound as any manipulated stock..

Chandos II

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

He knows who signs the checks he receives.
GRDguy

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Why forced vaccines and ivermectin blackout?  USA lost the petrodollar to China. 

 It is classic genocide, depopulation, modern day well poisoning after a trade route collapse
just like in medieval Europe.  

Cogito_ergosum

#

#

https://web.archive.org/web/20210103010525/https://jonsnewplace.wordpress.com/2020/04/01/covid-19-ten-things-to-think-about/
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

What is Ivermectin curing?  Covid-19 is fake.  Never isolated.  Is Ivermectin actually a
wonder drug killing parasites or altering our biological terrain in a subtle way?  

Christine Massey has reportedly filed multiple FOIA requests with the CDC, requesting the
following via the Freedom of Information Act:

All studies and/or reports in the possession, custody or control of the CDC and/or the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) describing the purification of
any “COVID-19″ virus (including B.1.1.7”, “B.1.351”, “P.1” and any other “variant”) (via
maceration, filtration and use of an ultracentrifuge; also referred to at times by some people
as “isolation”), directly from a sample taken from a diseased human, where the patient
sample was not first combined with any other source of genetic material (i.e. monkey kidney
cells aka Vero cells; fetal bovine serum).

In a response letter dated June 7th, 2021, the CDC responded:

A search of our records failed to reveal any documents pertaining to your request.
Specifically, the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Disease apprises that
CDC does not purify or isolate any COVID-19 virus in the manner the requestor describes.

The FOIA request is identified as #21-01075-FOIA.

In other words, the CDC has never isolated and purified any covid-19 virus, period.

The website of Dr. Robert O. Young reveals additional documents showing that the CDC has
never isolated and purified the HPV virus, the Measles virus, the MERS virus, the Zika virus
or the Polio virus, among others.

Flammonde
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

so its a farce, gotcha
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/cdc-now-admits-no-gold-standard-for-the-isolation-for-any-virus
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

"In other words, the CDC has never isolated and purified any covid-19 virus, period."

No, because that's not what they do, and they're probably sick of getting requests
from people like you with no medical background or basic understanding of virology.

Seriously, why do you people keep promoting this quackery?  Don't you realize the
harm you're doing?  Where the hell is your conscience?

Here's the isolation:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7036342/

https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/jvi.00543-20?permanently=true&;

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0247524

and here's the complete genome:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MT560525.1

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MT019532

 

ebear

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

people can post on boards like this all day long but the vast majority of humanity remains
ignorant of the truth, thus will be dragged into hell.

 

so called leaders only misleading

liberty2day

#

#

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7036342/
https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/jvi.00543-20?permanently=true&
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0247524
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MT560525.1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MT019532
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Vast majority?  And you measured this or are you believing the vaccinated numbers
that the media is spewing.  Wake you ass up, bam!

TrippyCat

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

do this, ask ten random people if they heard of ivermectin and india
liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe the depoppers are right about the sheeple...
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Well I would never asked 10 random people about anything...  most people who
know; are either non-approachable or walk past in mid-sentence.  Only idiots
answer phone surveys and talk to people in public... wise your ass up, bam!

TrippyCat

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Absolutely FANTASTIC news! Watched a wonderful interview with Bret Weinstein and Pierre
Kory from June. 2+ hours long and well worth the time:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AHGqHsMe1r6g/

Perry Colace

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Great analogy to Galileo.
Vantage

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AHGqHsMe1r6g/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Take control of your own health. Go to the FLCCC Alliance website and follow the
appropriate protocol. https://covid19criticalcare.com/

12Doberman
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

just got mine... cheap it ain't $123 for 33 tablets... should've been $10....but I am in Jersey
and getting it was a nightmare....still I am thankful I found an avenue (via pushhealth.com)....
small price to pay for my longevity and sanity!

Colonel Dolma

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Price has sky rocketed once they relaized people were interested. That is capitlaism.
Monkey.Mia

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

If this scamdemic taught me anything, it’s vaccines are not needed for health and on the
contrary may be poisons.  Imagine that, an industry started by John D. Rockefeller a
complete sham.  

TrippyCat

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

https://www.sott.net/article/434959-Did-psychopath-Rockefeller-create-the-Spanish-
Flu-pandemic-of-1918

snatchpounder

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/
http://pushhealth.com/
https://www.sott.net/article/434959-Did-psychopath-Rockefeller-create-the-Spanish-Flu-pandemic-of-1918
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Rockerfeller medical sham MUST done with. They have multiplied their fortune a
million times over at the expense of the people and our governments. They have
sidelined natural immunity, natural God given medicine, killed hundreds of "natural"
doctors and have now crossed a major red line with vaccines made to assasinate the
masses. Do NOT go to a doctor or the hospital unledd you have to.

This will be the start of a new healthy medical system that seeks to maintain health and
NOT maintain disease, empty your pockets and bleed governments.

ndree

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Can anyone recommend a reliable online source for human ivermectin pills?  There are so
many out there, but i am sure many are shams selling sugar pills.

The equine stuff is certainly safe (my daughter is a vet and confirmed this - it really is the
same stuff), but i prefer to get the human pills if possible.  If not, hey, i will start making horse
noises if necessary!

thanks all!

IKnewThat

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Go with your daughter. You need to get the one that ONLY has ivermectin. Then a little
research on amount based on your weight and how often. 

LA_Goldbug

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

The commonly recommended dosage for Ivermectin is 200mcg per kg 3 times daily
for five days when symptomatic.  If you cannot get a "human" prescription via
recommended source through FLCCC or one of the other sites where the doctors
send a valid prescription for Ivermectin to your local pharmacy, take your chance
with the Ivermectin sold at animal feed stores, such as Tractor Supply, that do not
have any additives.  These will not have the proper dosages so you'll have to narrow
down the doses provided. 

There are many people who report good results with the animal supply medication,
but if you're nervous about it, exhaust all other options for getting a valid
prescription for the human form of it.  Not all doctors are saying no to their patients
who ask for Ivermectin so maybe providing some of the more scientific data, such
as what is presented here, when talking to your doctor (or a doctor who might be
more reasonable) you might get a positive result.  The prescription may need to be
written for something besides Covid, such as scabies, but that doesn't matter if it
stops a Covid infection from progressing and/or causing damage.  

chiquita

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

afld.com   flccc.com myfreedoctor.com 
marieeiram

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

If you can find something which is USP the animal form is as good as the human. I
have a stash and have taken various aquatic forms of Bactrim and Penicillin with the
intended effects and no side effects.

The Count

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

^^^^THIS^^^^^^
marieeiram

#

#

http://afld.com/
http://flccc.com/
http://myfreedoctor.com/
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Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I put "it" on a cracker.  I could order the pill but this is cheaper.  Makes me frisky like
a colt.

I am a cheap skate.  Obviously.

novictim

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

All Day  Chemist, all one word.  Their Ivermectin comes straight from the horses
mouth....India.

Just_do_what_they_tellya

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Your one stop shop for Ivermectin.

https://covid19criticalcare.com/

snatchpounder

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

No good for Canada
DjangoCat

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Don't they have a black market in Kanada? 

snatchpounder

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

thanks Pounder!  Great site and info.
IKnewThat

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/
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Reply"

PREMIUM 20 hours ago

You're welcome and here's an excellent video from the good doctor.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YrSHfJW24tpr/

snatchpounder

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

The US government wants its citizens dead.
ThomasEdmonds

#

#

Reply"

just now

you mean USA, INC, licensed by the Crown and Rothschild out of the City of London.
HamFistedIdiot

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

people do not realize how close things are teetering.

real or not, they will concoct an excuse to enact martial law, shut down the media and
internet and begin rounding up the unvaxxed for death camps

liberty2day

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

This is from July 2020:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-
humanitarian.html

Zorch

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago

Once the round ups begin, the guns will come out and the insurrection will officially be
on.

Meatier Shower

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YrSHfJW24tpr/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-humanitarian.html
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5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The truth can be found, but most are busy with daily compliance.  Putting up the latest
rainbow phrase on the their profile picture.  And selfies with their mask and vax card.

thezone
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

truth is, maybe 5% of Americans is aware of india and ivermectin.

 

this is no way to run a country nor expect change

liberty2day

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The satanic cabal keeping information from those who need it should be tried & imprisoned
for life, so that they can't do any further damage.

jcarr5962

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

White people get what they deserve. We voted in idiots like Joe Biden. What do you expect?
dirty sam

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

We can't be too hard on our youth. Those that control us have addicted them to virtue
signaling. Voting for Biden was the ultimate virtue signal. They have been indoctrinated,
by those that are masters of manipulation and deceit. Critical thinking skills aren't
taught in public schools for a reason.

'By way of deception thou shalt do war'

Nessa

#

#

http://eat-my-dog.blogspot.com/
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

the machines “voted” for biden. 

trump won in a landslide from the humans

tai peid

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ruby Freeman says you should vote harder next time.

Cobra!

Cobra Commander

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

It's never been about stopping covid. It's about who gets credit for stopping covid. If the
government announced that ivermectin worked they'd look like ignorant fools that destroyed
the  economy for nothing when treatment already existed. 

Far better to push a 'miracle' vaccine that they spearheaded. (You owe your lives to the
government peasants). The vaccine doesn't have t to be effective. Better for it not to be
perfect, that the iPhone/tiktok entranced masses be enthralled in fear permanently. 

Doctor Verrick's Organic Free Range Humans

This is a truth that the NIH, CDC, and FDA cannot allow because it
would endanger the vaccine policy.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

maybe not.  not if there is a better treatment protocol than the vaccines.  and there is.
 the most downloaded article about covid treatment in two major medical journals
were written by dr. mccullough.  watch his interview with tucker carlson:

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/

jeff montanye

#

#

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/
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Reply"

1 day ago

It's mainly about the money and now that serious vaccine side effects are being
recognized it's about avoiding responsibility by getting rid of the unvaccinated control
group. 

Zorch

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The west, in particular the USSA, must be subjugated, there can be no sovereign states as
one world government is formed…the ‘vax’ is the bioweapon…they want us dead and
fighting it out in the streets. That is all.

whisky eight four

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

FYI Bimectin is Ivermectin. It works
Anderson Coopers Gerbil

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sure looks like Ivermectin is working - if some media (Fox, WSJ, OAN) would discuss, this
might get traction. 

Pappy Van Ruger

#

#
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4 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Some things you have to understand about the Galileo business.  First, Galileo was the son
of a prominent intellectual, a member of the "in set" in Renaissance Italy.  If he were not so
prominent, he could have been ignored.  The Church in Italy did not, in general, persecute
your average intellectual dissident.  It wasn't worth the effort, and it caused bad feelings if
the guy had friends.

Galileo didn't HAVE any friends.  He was an arrogant, irritating sob who got in the wrong
faces loudly and obnoxiously.  He was sentenced for putting some of his obnoxious
opinions in writing in such a way as to very clearly make high officials of the local clergy look
like asses.  In other words, it wasn't what he said.  It was how he managed to say something
mildly unpalatable in such a way as to highly and gratuitously insult half the high church
hierarchy, in writing, that got him canned.  And then because the Church had to use what he
said as an excuse to get rid of him, THAT was why the Pope had to then outlaw anyone else
making those claims in the future.

In the end, talking about the heliocentric theory of the cosmos got banned because Galileo
said it; Galileo didn't get banned because he talked about the heliocentric theory.

Faeriedust
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah and the Catholic church doesn't have priests that diddle little boys either...
Monkey.Mia

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

NO ONE expects the Spanish Inquisition!
znot-locker

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The red line has been crossed.   There is no going back.    
Bank_sters

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

It's OK.  Sure, 200,000 elderly Americans died because Big Pharma got the Medical
Journals and regulators to harass prescribers of Ivermectin. 

So what? You got a  problem wit dat?  Tell it to the hand.

novictim
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

My name is Cuomo and I approved this message!
Monkey.Mia

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

So what this article is saying is that we have to go to India for quality health care.
Just_do_what_they_tellya

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

No, just that you need to use your brain.
Monkey.Mia

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Question is, will those pushing the "narrative" and censoring all information to the contrary
be allowed to whistle and skip away?

ThaBigPerm

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It appears so, doesn't it?

There are large swaths, possibly over 50%, of the American population who want to be
led!

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

"... whistle and skip away?"

For a time, no doubt.  The thing is, 'away' is a very, very long distance.  

Zorch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Criminals conducting their criminal business as usual.
Suzy Q

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The survivablity rate of the SARS-CoV-2 virus for ages 18-49 is 99.95% without treatment;
for ages under 18 the survivablity rate is 99.998% without treatment. 

The survivablity rate under age 50 for the Delta variant if you are hospitalized is 99.974% for
fully vaccinated, and 99.971% for unvaccinated.

Galileo's trial, although an appropriate comparison, doesn't come close in magnitude. 

Cobra!

Cobra Commander

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

what disgusts and angers me is the relentless pursuit of the kids for the sake of profit
by these heartless bastards.

the greed and arrogance of teachers - bullying kids and extracting the last dollar from
the tax-payers teat is disappointing, but no surprise. 

what is a surprise is that there are non-CRT/non-BLM/non-marxist good teachers still
left. maybe they will form their own teaching unions and schools that will make them
millionaires.

hooligan2009

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

This ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Going after the children when it's known that they're in essentially zero danger and
can't endanger anyone else.  Because ... profit.

Zorch

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Murdered children can't grow up to avenge murdered parents.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Going after the kids may turn out to be a fatal flaw.
PMS Mainstreeter

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

What the hell is Wikipedia?
me or you

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Internet brainwashing tool.

They meet up at reddit, and discuss things.

NoPension

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

ADE, good luck to all the suckers that got the vaxx, you will need it:

https://www.journalofinfection.com/article/S0163-4453(21)00392-3/fulltext

The-Swiss

 However, in the case of the Delta variant, neutralizing antibodies
have a decreased affinity for the spike protein, whereas facilitating
antibodies display a strikingly increased affinity. Thus, ADE may be a
concern for people receiving vaccines based on the original Wuhan
strain spike sequence (either mRNA or viral vectors).

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

F'em.

I mean it. They want you and me to die...so...f' em.

It'll raise the collective IQ. 

NoPension

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Lots of stories here about talking to family and friends abouts what’s going on.

sometimes you’ve gotta call it quits and believe in what u believe in.

Forget everyone else. 
 

stand alone.

Govts and their medical advice? 

No thanks,‘I’ll listen to all those you’ve tried to silence.

wattie

#

#

https://www.journalofinfection.com/article/S0163-4453(21)00392-3/fulltext
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Run and Hide when you hear " I am from the government and I am here to help"
Obamanism666

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Doesn't "The Right to Try" LAW trump anything the FDA or WHO has to say about an off-
label highly effective treatment as long as the patient and doctor agree?

Does a treatment that is already FDA-approved for something else qualify for Right to Try?
Doctors may already prescribe treatments ‘off-label.’ Off-label means prescribing an FDA-
approved treatment for a condition, dose, or population other than what the FDA approved.
Therefore, no special permission is needed for a physician to prescribe treatments that are
approved for other conditions. Right to Try applies to treatments that are being given to
patients in clinical trials but are not already FDA approved.
https://righttotry.org/about-right-to-try/

The FDA-approved drug ivermectin inhibits the replication of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166354220302011

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_3sA51WVSpXZwcGitgs1OjmXlyjfpHsz/view?usp=sharing
 

Travag

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Good links...thx
Tomdelay

#

#

https://righttotry.org/about-right-to-try/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166354220302011
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_3sA51WVSpXZwcGitgs1OjmXlyjfpHsz/view?usp=sharing
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The principle SARS-Covid-2 dichotomy that remains 'going forward'...for the CDC, (and thus
the 250,000,000(!) inoculated people in America).

Position ONE:- This is a RELEASED virus from a Wuhan bio-laboratory.
Position TWO:- This is a zoonotic bug.
(There is no third position.) 

If the CDC accepts position ONE - then Dr. Mengele Fauci's "The Science" is directly
responsible and the USA is also responsible (If only obliquely) for killing 4,300,000 people. 

If the CDC accepts position TWO - then this virus is zoonotic. (i.e. it jumps between humans
& animals). If the virus is zoonotic then the disease will not be staunched until every bat and
pangolin on the earth has taken a Pfizer/ModeRNA /J&J/Sinovac/Sputnik "vaccine".

The dilemma is the CDC must be prepared to face

Either face the blasphemy of pointing a finger at their noble saint St. Mengele Fauci?

OR

Face the CDC making plans and clarifying the steps they plan to take to hunt down all the
bats & pangolins in the world, so that they can get their first & second doses.     

..

gorghast
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

or just treat the sick with the mccullough protocol.

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/

jeff montanye

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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4 11 Reply"

1 day ago

As real as tЯump being reinstated today.

So weird how you people latch on to one fake thing after another. 

What is this dire need to worship charlatans and believe in snake oil?

I swear the country was not this stupid back in the 1970s.

Anthraxed
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

The charlatans are the CDC, NIH and WHO, and the snake oil is the vaccine.

It's plain to see for anyone with a rational mind.

Orygun

#

#
1 11 Reply"

1 day ago

Riiiight. That's why 99% of those in the ICU with the Covid are unvaxxed.

Look I'm against over vaxxing the kids. Hep B vax for an infant. Of course that's
absurd.

A released chimera virus designed in a lab to make humans sick and die.

Yeah that calls for a vaccine.

Anthraxed

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd love to see a vaccine for this!

This mRNA gene therapy is not a vaccine.

Orygun

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

J&J has a real vaccine for this. It's not a mRNA shot at all.
Anthraxed

#

#
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10 1

1 day ago (Edited)

J&J just withdrew their application for approval of the Vax shortly after
European regulators added a rare nerve-degenerating disorder, Guillain-
Barré syndrome, as a "possible rare side effect".

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.indiatoday.in/amp/coronavirus-
outbreak/vaccine-updates/story/johnson-johnson-withdraws-covid-19-
vaccine-approval-proposal-india-dcgi-1835775-2021-08-02

Come on man!

Try to keep up.

 

Orygun

#

#

8

1 day ago

No they didn't!

Why do rightwads insist on lying?

B/c you can't back up your BS any other way?

Anthraxed

#

#

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.indiatoday.in/amp/coronavirus-outbreak/vaccine-updates/story/johnson-johnson-withdraws-covid-19-vaccine-approval-proposal-india-dcgi-1835775-2021-08-02
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1

1 day ago

 

I'm ecstatic at the numbers coming out of Israel. Israel 90% or a bit more
vaccinated and their cases are rocketing up. Full exponential increase.
Deaths only linear and still quite low, so the vaccine seems to provide some
benefit but only to reduce severity.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/

 

 

 

acementhead

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

No, it calls for the least invasive, safest treatment methods to be explored first. 
This is a deadly disease but it's no bubonic plague or even Spanish flu.  It doesn't
merit the risks being taken by people for such a strange injection from drug
companies with poor track records for quality control and safety studies (cancer-
causing baby powder and hepatitis for hemophiliacs for example).

And any time someone's trying so hard to coerce me into doing something--then,
moving on to threats if I don't acquiesce--it makes me a little suspicious.  

PS--it also calls for an investigation from the people, a trial in a people's court,
and slaughter of those found guilty--and in my opinion that would be leadership
of the CCP, Fraudcheap, Gates-of-Hell, Klaus Swab and many others who
produced, released and distributed this bioweapon product on the world.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/
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1 11 Reply"

1 day ago

Covid is on a par with the 1918 pandemic. Fortunately vaccinations, improved
hospital care, and social distancing measures have depressed the casualties
from what they might have been.

Dogspurt

#

#

5 1

1 day ago

LoL, covid19 is NOWHERE near as deadly as the Spanish flu of 1918-19.

And it has nothing to do with masks, social distancing or the Vax.

That's absurd!

Orygun
#

#

4

1 day ago

Doubtful.  Even this variant has a lower R0 value, it's much less
transmissible and it's morbidity rate is lower too.  The real treatments out
there have helped, outside of the "vaccines," in the former-West which were
admitted finally by the gubbamint not to reduce infection rates or ability to
transmit the virus to others--only to limit the symptom severity.

And we haven't seen the long-term effects of the injections either--the ADE,
the autoimmune syndromes and the clotting issues.

 

WorkingClassMan

#

#

2 1

1 day ago

You really are a dumba$$.
Omega Point

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

did you look through the statistics?  Did you hear the gubbamint here?

1. ZeroHoly getting banned for saying this was a bioweapons lab leak...now
gubbamint admitting it.

2. The gubbamint saying "the vaccines," would protect you from getting and
spreading covid...now admitting it does neither.

3. The gubbamint actively suppressing even talking about alternative treatments
with proven track records in favor of a new, untested, mRNA injection that
doesn't even fit the definition of a true vaccine and a concoction with no long
term studies whatsoever vs a well-known drug that has been used for decades
with a low adverse effect profile and that doesn't produce spike proteins (mini
clot producers) throughout the body.

I dunno man, you seem a bit too trusting of people that have a looooooong history of
experimentation on minorities and kids.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Dude anyone with 2 brain cells and no financial interest in the bioweapon biz knew
from day one this was made in a lab.

The vax most likely did stop you from spreading the Covid. before it mutated to a
form the vax was not specifically designed for. It does mutate approx every 2 wees.

I don't trust a mofo. Check my bio. I lived this very thing on my own 20 years ago.
So I have some experience and wisdom on the subject. 

Anthraxed

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If you have wisdom, you have not demonstrated it here.
Orygun

#

#

1 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Now you're just projecting.

Typical rightwad tactic.

 

Anthraxed

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Well then you of all people should understand the lack of trust folks have in a
government with a long-ass history of murdering people for fun and profit.  Add in
all the seedy characters (Gates-of-Hell bring friends with Epstein for example, or
Klaus Swab being a billionaire running around in a dress and BDSM costume
while gloating about you and I "owning nothing and being happy," and you should
be running the other way.

I want nothing in my body from these creatures.  After my experience with one
years ago (damage to my skin that i even experience today) I wouldn't even take
a REAL vaccine, much less this clot-making garbage with who-knows-what
sloshed into it.  

I don't trust them, I don't like them, I don't want them.  And I don't like them
threatening m.  When I get threatened I tend to take the threatener up on their
offer.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

It's all in your personal ability to filter the BS. Yes, the very people who created
this chimera virus are the one selling the vaccine. Currently paid by for on both
ends by the .gov they own.

Best advice I can give to the vaxxed and unvaxxed is if you have been in
situations where you may have been exposed to the Covid is gargle with
1/2tsp of salt, 1/2tsp of baking soda and 2 oz of hot tap water twice a day for
a few days. 

It's simple chemistry. The original paper back in 2014 written by those that
created this thing stated that it procreates in mammalian air holes, ie your
throat, and has a ph tolerance of between 4 and 6. Baking soda has a ph of
8.3.

Anthraxed

#

#
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6

1 day ago

I read that and I will try that in addition to my ivermectin, vitamin D3+K, C,
zinc and high intake of fluids along with saline nasal spray and plenty of
rest. 

If the crap still kills me then I am ready to meet the gods anyway and I'll go
out with a curse on my lips for the trash we all endure under who made this
crap.

WorkingClassMan

#

#
2 5

1 day ago

Vitamin D is good. Best way to get it is sunshine on your skin. Currently the
thinking on why the homeless have not been hit hard by the Covid. Yes they
spend the night in shelters with others. But, are then out in the sun all day
every day afterwards.

Sunshine and fresh air are the ultimate enemies of Corona viruses.

Take care.

Anthraxed

#

#

1

1 day ago

Yep, and if its my time to go I'd rather go with my body doing its job than
being hooked up to a machine that might end up blowing out my lungs
anyway.  I just hope those responsible for this outlive their children.  I really,
really do hope for that.

 

WorkingClassMan

#

#
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4

1 day ago

That would be some justice. I'm with you there.

Think I'd rather be put outside in the sun with fresh air than go out
chemically comatized sucking on a vent tube myself.

Apparently we can agree occasionally.

Be safe out there. It is a real bioweapon.

Anthraxed

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Memory as signaled by early production of IgG1 at the early onset of a covid infection
shows that Covid2019 is not generally a NOVEL corona virus in the world's population.

Why does this matter?

It matters as;
a) it shows that Pfizer & ModeRNA are barking up the wrong tree¹
b) it shows that delayed inoculation (a Pfizer second dose) iatrogenically makes their first
dose a triggering immune memory.  i.e. double dosing is a disaster strategy.
c) it shows that the compounding of doses by a future strategy of a 'boosters' (euphemism
or double speak for a third, forth dose) is truly bad.  

Go here ►►  Professor Sucharit Bhakdi University of Bonn, University of
Giessen, University of Mainz, University of Copenhagen, Max Planck Institute of
Immunobiology and Epigenetics

[Warning NOTE:- Bhakdi is tagged as a 'tin foil hatter' by politically fraught and reduced
misinformation platform - Wikipedia]

Wikipedia's  stupid tagging is, I think a very good signal of Bhakdi's voracity.  

----------------------------------

¹barking up the wrong tree - Pfizer & ModeRNA are trying to stage a leucocyte
 (bacterial/fungal) war, in a T-lymphocyte (viral) war!

gorghast
#

#

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1198743X14638477
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/iatrogenically
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3HiBqKeXmu4C/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=leukocytes+definition&t=braveed&ia=definition
http://t-lymphocytes,/
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Anti-parasitic drug prevents pancreatic cancer's initiation, progression and metastasis in
mice
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210803/Anti-parasitic-drug-prevents-pancreatic-
cancers-initiation-progression-and-metastasis-in-mice.aspx

Well what about that huh. So there must be something to those anti-parasitic drugs like
Ivermectin.

Youri Carma
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.amazon.com/Durvet-Ivermectin-Injectable-250-250ML/dp/B07CVMY79R
 

Be sure to buy some syringes to extract it from the vial. Doesn’t taste all that bad. Mix with
orange juice and vodka and call my IverDriver.

Lookout Mountain

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Lookout:

How do you determine dosage? And why not just inject yourself since you must use a
syringe to extract it?

Redeemed51

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

1200 pound horse good for 6 x200 pound person
Anderson Coopers Gerbil

#

#

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210803/Anti-parasitic-drug-prevents-pancreatic-cancers-initiation-progression-and-metastasis-in-mice.aspx
https://www.amazon.com/Durvet-Ivermectin-Injectable-250-250ML/dp/B07CVMY79R
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-
MASKplus-Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf
 

there is a chart for weight on the page. I use a1% solution meaning it has 10mg/ml.
The recommended dose for my weight is 15 mg, therefore 1.5 ml. If you use the
paste, you will have to either weight it or eye it. Conveniently, the dose for
deworming a horse is the same per kg. So, if the tube is for a 1200 lb animal, amd
you weigh 200lbs, the tube has 6 doses for a human.

Lookout Mountain

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Ty. 
Redeemed51

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Never go full retard. 
Hugh Mungus

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

IV is dangerous because all data is based on oral administration. 

IV bypasses 1st pass metabolism so is 100% bioavailable. You would have to
correct for that.

Just drink it and you will be very close to oral solid administration. 

pods

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-MASKplus-Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf
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Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I said nothing about intravenous administration. Syringes are used for
intramuscular administration. I injected it into my large dogs for years using
dosage guidelines that made no distinction between oral and intramuscular
administration. The object is to get the medication into your bloodstream.
Obviously, the pills were designed for human consumption in much smaller doses
than needed for large animals, but I don’t see any difference in how the
medication gets to the blood. 

Redeemed51

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

My bad. I assumed IV.
pods

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The stuff I got was a gel. Pretty sure injecting that would be a really BAD idea. It
comes in a syringe because it's easier to give it to a horse that way. Doesn't come
with a needle. And there's charts all over the internet how to dose a person, and
they've been consistent.

BethanyAnneNacht

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Interesting article, thank you!
Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

well, people in india make about 1/10 th what people in the developed western countries
make .. think that might have something to do with it???

behind the curtain

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

No.. the phycopaths are at the healm in the West, simple.
Democratic Koolaid111

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

They.don't.care
divide_by_zero

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

This story is not complete without mentioning how the vaccine rollout in India really hit its
stride in March just prior to the 'Delta' outbreak.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-
19_vaccination_in_India 

rag_house

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Rube, wikipedia is completely owned
divide_by_zero

#

#

3 Reply"

22 hours ago

Ivermectin can't cure propaganda poisoning.  

 

Steve De'ak

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Church, in the meantime, progressed from superstition & dogma and jailing truth-tellers,
to mass pedophilia and covering for its most abusive practitioners. 

surroundedbyijits

Galileo was found guilty of heresy and sentenced on June 22, 1633,
to formal imprisonment, although this was commuted to house
arrest, under which he remained for the rest of his life.

#

#

http://t.care/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_vaccination_in_India
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1 Reply"

23 hours ago

You missed witch burning somewhere in there . 
Soloamber

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

My bad. Thanks!
surroundedbyijits

#

#

3 10 Reply"

1 day ago

A side-effect of ivermectin...

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xZJrQI1hLZo

Dogspurt

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Hilarious!  Mr. Ed loved 'dem wormy apple flavouring!
novictim

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

^^^^^ Globalist Stooge ^^^^^

-10925

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Mr. Ed was always a little suspicious to me.  Might have been the talking part.  And
the control he had over everyone.  

Hail Hydra!

novictim

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Wow. Amazing how stupid people like you have become. Troll.
Monkey.Mia

#

#

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xZJrQI1hLZo
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3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Can anyone explain, without conspiracy talk, why any rational person would not want to
have a discussion about therapeutics?

Why is this not simply logical like any other medical discussion? Is it TDS? 

Ronbo007
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The difficulty about discussing a conspiracy without "conspiracy talk" is that it tends to
not happen.

Do conspiracies exist in your world?  Can you think of any real conspiracies or do
people and organizations just never conspire together to achieve common goals  in the
dimension you inhabit?

"Cui Bono" is a phrase that you should embrace right away.

novictim

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

$$$

They are not actually interested in your health my friend.

Monkey.Mia

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Having an opposing opinion doesn't equate to "conspiracy talk".

sirnzee

#

#

Reply"

23 hours ago

Try telling that to the “Progressives”
surroundedbyijits

#

#

1 day ago (Edited)

For our collective amusement, here is the FDA website on why you should not use
novictim
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3 Reply"

Ivermectin:

Why You Should Not Use Ivermectin to Treat or Prevent COVID-19 | FDA

Fun fact:  Drinking too much water can cause harm.  It can literally kill you.  We need an FDA
page to discuss the dangers of water consumption.

Here's the kicker:

Here’s What You Need to Know about Ivermectin

FDA has not approved ivermectin for use in treating or
preventing COVID-19 in humans. Ivermectin tablets are
approved at very specific doses for some parasitic worms, and
there are topical (on the skin) formulations for head lice and
skin conditions like rosacea. Ivermectin is not an anti-viral (a
drug for treating viruses).
Taking large doses of this drug is dangerous and can cause
serious harm. 
If you have a prescription for ivermectin for an FDA-approved
use, get it from a legitimate source and take it exactly as
prescribed. 
Never use medications intended for animals on yourself.
Ivermectin preparations for animals are very different from
those approved for humans. 

When Can Taking Ivermectin Be Unsafe? 

The FDA has not reviewed data to support use of ivermectin in
COVID-19 patients to treat or to prevent COVID-19; however, some
initial research is underway. Taking a drug for an unapproved use
can be very dangerous. This is true of ivermectin, too.

There’s a lot of misinformation around, and you may have heard that
it’s okay to take large doses of ivermectin. That is wrong. 

...Meanwhile, effective ways to limit the spread of COVID-
19 continue to be to wear your mask, stay at least 6 feet from others
who don’t live with you, wash hands frequently, and avoid crowds.

#

#

https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/why-you-should-not-use-ivermectin-treat-or-prevent-covid-19
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
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8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I listen to the fear and death administration about as much as I listen to any other
worthless governmental agency. 

snatchpounder

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe they can get around to doing that sometime.  How long has the pandemic been
underway?

novictim

The FDA has not reviewed data to support use of
ivermectin

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

If the FDA were to find that Ivermectin and HCQ were safe and effective, they would
have to withdraw the EUA for the shots.

That is why the FDA won't study them.

Meatier Shower

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Fact: Animal preparations are not different in any toxic way to humans.

Fact: Dosing of Ivermectin in animals is exactly the same as in humans.

Fact: Large doses of any drug can cause serious harm. Nevermind poorly tested
vaccines!

Monkey.Mia

#

#
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1 Reply"

21 hours ago

Well said indeed sir!  "not tested" - are they kidding?

that damn jab is the most rushed, under tested, absurd sham in the history of
medicine!

Long term effects are just now starting to appear.  So what happens when millions
who have had the jab start getting sick and going to hospitals?  The MSM and .gov
will lie like rugs and say 'but it's not the jab'!  They may even try to blame it on the
un-jabbed somehow.  When you control the microphone, you control the dialog.  All
too many sheeple are so scared they will believe anything TPTB say about it.

IKnewThat

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Large doses not required. .4-.6 mg per kg.
12Doberman

#

#

3 Reply"

22 hours ago

"There’s a lot of misinformation around, and you may have heard that it’s okay to take
large doses of ivermectin. That is wrong."

The FLCCC has the correct dosage and no one has been harmed by it. If the FDA
actually cared about anyone's health or life, they would simply provide the FLCCC safe
dosage information.

The FDA is corrupt, attempting to prevent people from being treated with a life saving
anti-viral drug. 

moneybots

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

What about Gin and Tonics?  Where is that god damn study?
novictim

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

So few people die from Covid clean water could be prescribed and look very good in
comparison with the vaccines.

Umh
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Truth can easily withstand any scrutiny, criticism, or argument. It neither needs, desires, nor
requires protection by censorship. LIES DO!!

Alice-the-dog

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

There is a lot of pushback going on:  BUT IT IS SILENT due to widespread and very effective
censorship.

It appears to it will HAVE to be constant riots in the streets and a lot of spilled blood to stop
the machine!

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

how i see it

all US leadership is onboard with the mass genocide plans conceived by the operation
paperclip nazis decades ago

death camps are waiting

covid, delta, ivermectin, these are formalities, tussles, a means to an end, the goal being
mass gene experimentation or death

 

this world was always broken. 

liberty2day

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

At the very least they are beholding to big pharma. Big pharma is pocketing billions of
dollars off every shot, every booster. No money in invermectin or hydrachloriquine.

gman1954

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Fisherman;  is life worth living if there is no FISH left in the OCEAN????
padolfhi

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Are.

Ace006

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

it’s “are” when you mean fish as the aggregate of many fishes

it’s “is” when you refer to the very last fish which eventually has disappeared.

 

as you are not the author of the sentence, you dont really know if a fault was written,
so you can roll up your pseudointellectual grandstanding and shove it where your bf
had you last nigh..okay?

tai peid

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Ouch.
NoPension

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

fight club.
besnook10

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

haha..."nigh"?
hooligan2009

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

ARGH!
znot-locker

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Watch any TV broadcast over the airwaves or cable, about 30% of the advertisements are
from big pharma, they are the single largest buyers of media advertising, thats who controls
your media.

GhostOLaz

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Payoffs. 

Pharma ads should be illegal,  like cigarettes.  

If I were King.

NoPension

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

What's "cable?"

 

Cobra!

Cobra Commander

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

...and if I want to use Ivermectin I have to purchase horse paste from a Farm & Garden store.
ChrisPatriot

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Reposting my input from above:

Get the human scripts. Go to Frontline Doctors. There is a link to an ordering site. You
must answer a few medical questions - this isn’t horse medicine you’re getting - and
then you pay $90. A physician licensed in your state will call you and discuss your
health further and then if all is good, will call in your prescription to your pharmacy. The
physician who called me was very knowledgable and of course, like most, I asked a lot
of questions. If you have follow on questions you can text the doctor. I have the vaxx
but also a script for ivermectin, can’t be too limited in thinking, you know?

 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/

ditto.

jeff montanye

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I bought 1% solution for veterinary use. I trust the vet suppliers more than the FDA at
this point. 500cc cost me $90. More than enough for 2 years of weekly use. It was
cheaper than the paste, and I can measure out the dose with a syringe. Way more than
I need to cure my whole family if they get sick. The local California hospital will just
stick them on a ventilator. 

Lookout Mountain

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

This and several antibiotics available without a prescription. Get them while you can.

 

MommickedDingbatter

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Don't forget to read up on fenbendazole,  for cancer.

Research Joe Tippen's  story.

Fenbendazole,  vitamin C, high quality cbd. 

Yes, I believe it's this simple. FYI, I just finished a remodel of a chemo ward. I
always wanted a job where $ wasn't #1. This was it. Chemo is a money printing
operation.  I, being the azzhole I am, actually asked the doc about fen. He said, "
with an F or Ph?" I gave him that look. He said, oh yeah...I read about some
studies years ago, then made a hasty retreat. 

NoPension

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I doubt if there were a cure for cancer that was basically free that big pharma or their
political sponsors (gov, politicians) would be interested in it. Maybe, even try to cover it up??

QuiteShocking

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Hey. Look at my post above. 

Fenbendazole is a fvching dog dewormer. It was $5.00 a dose ( merck) , until merck
realized it's being used as an underground cancer protocol ( with success!). Now, it's
$17.00. ( off patent now)

Years ago,  at Hopkins, they got a batch of lab rats, for cancer research. 

They couldn't get tumors to grow on a batch. Wtf? The difference? This batch had
been treated with fenbendazole for parasites. Buried that shit quick, eh?

Cheap cure for cancer puts a lot of high paid folks and labs out of " business ".  

NoPension

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I just saw an Indian heart doc in the US. I asked him about the success of Ivermectin in India
and he denied this is true. He works for WellStar, a large HMO. Either he is corrupt or
ignorant or he is a coward for submitting to the pressure of Wellstar, one of the vax pushers. 

How do we find independent doctors anymore? 

Tomdelay
#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

You are asking a heart doc who works in the US for an HMO (obliged to follow USG
treatment protocols) about what is happening in India because he originally came from
there?

bud00

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

First, he’s a heart doctor. ALL of his patients are at high risk. Don’t ask him about
ivermectin and India. Ask him if Ivermectin has any interactions with your heart
medications and then if not go get a prescription. 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Most doctors are too busy to know more than CNN tells them.
Lookout Mountain

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

And they know who butters their bread.
NoPension

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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Reply"

1 day ago

I once asked a doctor to read a couple professional papers on my wife's illness.  He
said "I'm not paid to read research papers."

Zorch

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The India coverup is a crime.  EUA breaks the Nuremberg Code when existing therapeutics
are safe, effective and readily available.

Nuremberg Code 2:

“The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.”

Ivermectin removes the need, as it is easy procurement by other methods.

Robert De Zero

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.08.20209114v1

ADE is imminent. Read the paper above. RBD specific antibodies which the vaccine has
primed the immune system with become disease enhancing with sufficient viral mutation.
This is why they want booster shots. High IgG levels increase disease severity. This is
depopulation.  This is a crime against humanity. Watch for the 5th wave of Lambda variant in
US. This is why they're so rabid pushing everyone to get the vaccine. The clock is ticking
and ADE will become clear within 6 months or less.

Captive

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Why then, is ADE not apparent now?
Dogspurt

#

#

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.08.20209114v1
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Reply"

1 day ago

It's coming. Israel and Iceland might be demonstrating it. Iceland has max cases of
the Pandemic by a lot now with 86% of over 16 fully vaccinated. No deaths yet but
the tiny population has had only 30 deaths total. 

"was more commonly detected in plasma from severely-affected elderly patients
with high titers of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-specific antibodies" is key. The
vaccines produce high titers of spike protein specific antibodies!

flrzero

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Lambda variant. The virus has to continue to mutate further until the antibodies only
bind but do not inactivate or neutralize the virus. Then it can be absorbed by
monocytes and replicate within your white blood cells. Kind of like HIV hijacks your
immune system.  In Dengue multiple strains with different serotypes have already
evolved leading to ADE across existing strains. In this case, we're actively creating
the dangerous strains via mass vaccination. The ADE mutant strain doesn't exist yet,
but is inevitable and foreseeable outcome of vaccine mediated viral selection. 

Captive

#

#

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin is indeed being used routinely in various parts of India to treat confirmed cases of
Covid. The usual treatment is 12 to 18 mg per day for three days. However, Uttar Pradesh is
a state without governance and is the last place on the planet where official
pronouncements should be believed. The panacea that the lunatic and extreme Hindutva
fanatic godman running the state has been pushing is cow urine. 

sarz

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

"The panacea that the lunatic and extreme Hindutva fanatic godman running the state
has been pushing is cow urine. "

If the cow was treated with Ivermectin there might actually be something to it;)

ebear

#

#
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#

Reply"

1 day ago

That depends on how the drug is excreted.   Have you looked that up? 

It makes a great story either way but if the drug is substantially excreted unchanged
then there might indeed be something to it. 

Zorch

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

Aaah, but the Hindutva Hindu fanatics did not ban the use of Ivermectin as the Papal
dictates of WHO and CDC did. And you do have the choice of not drinking cow, dog,
cat, Biden urine, but you will be mandated to take the jab or lose your job.

I suggest that prejudice can also kill. 

Vivekwhu

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Prejudice, stupidity, whatever ...
Zorch

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

and it is going to effectively kill some of the institutional covid vax enforcement
players before it is all over.  that there is a treatment for covid on an outpatient basis
profoundly undercuts the need for draconian enforcement of a (failing to work
against delta variant) vaccine.

jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

One can always look at the results that occured in Mexico City after a city-wide early
treatment/prophylaxis regimen was implmented.

Xi Joe Ping

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Interesting, but does Mexico City even exist for the Soviet elite in DC? 
Vivekwhu

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Saint St. Mengele Fauci pirouetting on tallest toes like a Pfizer prima donna in and
about the American district of Columbia any better? 

I certainly think these are two comparisons of vileness & depravity? ! The CDC's
Fauci gets my vote!  

gorghast

 Hindutva fanatic godman running the state has been pushing
is cow urine...

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

"Saint St. Mengele Fauci pirouetting on tallest toes like a Pfizer prima donna"

Cue Elton John's "Tiny Dancer".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UroApoVbKn0

The real jo blo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Did I hear the cow urine works? I’m rich !
Lookout Mountain

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UroApoVbKn0
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Fellas

We gotta start fighting back.

To do it we need-

Doctors, nurses, healthcare 

lawyers, religious leaders, independently minded politicians

parents who are worried about their children, future parents, 

teachers, carers.

everyone who is intelligent enough to realize that freedom now and in future is at stake

We need to all boycott the “censoring media” and employ IT specialists that will represent
our corner.

we need to get TOGETHER and be represented!

 

 

 

wattie
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

The myth has to hold or the experimental permission slips away...

Got to keep experimental going at any cost...

Then US approval...

Then its mediatory "approved" medication ... 

 

A_Huxley

#

#
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

We have to understand how the infection and takeover of these institutions works. 

pcrs
#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

they told us that cash is dirty and contains viruses that spread disease.

actually, they were right.

dirty cash is how institutions like wiki and wapo and others are infected and turned into
zombie institutions, slaves to the virus that infected them.

illegal_username

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Capitalists say, no cheap solutions allowed. I'm no commie, but Lenin was right, "The
Capitalists will sell us the rope with which we will hang them."

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Hydroxychloroquine costs like five cents a pill, and President Trump promoted it (took
it, actually) while Socialists on the left, albeit probably for political reasons, were
against it - at any price.

Jim diGriz

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Further proof that the top sociopathic leaders know it's more profitable to lie-by-omission,
than to go broke by telling the truth. That forms the foundation of ANY large organization
that allows sociopaths to rise to the top.  And those sociopaths form inter-connections
between other groups lead by sociopaths to protect each other. Capitalism isn't the
problem. It's the way sociopaths, with no empathy nor conscience, abuse the system to get
rich off lyin', stealin', and killin' others.

GRDguy

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Here's the FLCCC Weekly Update with some of the latest information on protocols using
Ivermectin.

https://odysee.com/@FrontlineCovid19CriticalCareAlliance:c/flccc-weekly-
update%E2%80%948-11-21%E2%80%94dr.:1?

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-MASKplus-
Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf

Globalist Overlord
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The West is in the 'death zone' and will be liquidated. The governmental bodies here
are vying for control and that means dusting their threats off.

Democratic Koolaid111

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

9 out 10 PhD's prefer swine dewormer over the vax. 
MMC

#

#
Reply"

7 hours ago

ivermectin is for humans.  like so many other drugs, it also works in animals
liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

Randomized Controlled Trial 2021 Feb

A five-day course of ivermectin for the treatment of COVID-19 may reduce the duration of
illness

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625/

Even a casual search of the Internet reveals huge amounts of work on ivermectin trials and
treatment.

NickWoodman

#

#

https://odysee.com/@FrontlineCovid19CriticalCareAlliance:c/flccc-weekly-update%E2%80%948-11-21%E2%80%94dr.:1
https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-MASKplus-Protocol-ENGLISH.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625/
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Reply"

3 hours ago

In the Con-19 Era all the previous research was forgotten through legislation by
Democratically elected representatives of the ill. 

LA_Goldbug

#

#

2 Reply"

22 hours ago

I think Jan Psaki ought to clarify once and for all that the Earth is flat.
MiddleFinger

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, here in EUSSR it's almost impossible to get Ivermectine.
gnjus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"some pigs are more equal than others" is now "some pigs are as infected as others".

Obama Variant: 60+ Test Positive on Martha's Vineyard Week After Mask-less Birthday
Weekend; Almost Half of New Cases are Fully Vaccinated (thegatewaypundit.com)

hooligan2009

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I think they are playing with us along the lines, "See, even at the prez. party people get
infected. So be a good idiot, listen to what we tell you."

LA_Goldbug

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

At the rate the government is science-ing it won't be long before they claim that the earth is
flat and the sun revolves around the earth.

Gentleman Bastard

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/obama-variant-60-test-positive-marthas-vineyard-week-mask-less-birthday-weekend-almost-half-new-cases-fully-vaccinated/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

I have now started wondering if anyone is looking at the possibility that the pharma bros -
with overflowing slush funds - are making significant payments to doctors, hospitals, and (of
course) MSM - to suppress whatever is inconvenient and promote their wares to the public.

Are there whistle-blowers?  Are they still alive?  

If this is being done systematically (because we can be sure it is happening on some scale)?
 One would expect this to be carefully concealed/fronted/deniable.  

Baron Samedi
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Duh.
NoPension

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Most doctors now are just search engines with pants.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Make that "Google with pants."
Zorch

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

"pharma bros" buying influence ?

Naah, that's not possible. Our government isn't like that.

Just look at  the war industry and the banking consortium to see the impossibility of
buying influence.

rwe2late

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Look at the loving relationship between the government and the green NGO's.
There's some major funds exchanging hands there as well

Theo P Neustic

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Being paid and threatening to take their license. Can't have that. Who will pay the
beamer payments?

Nessa

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's only blacked out if you have your head up your rectum. 
NoPension

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Mexico has Ivermectin in their protocol and I don't think their death rate is much different
than the US.

 

Tesla's Milton

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Mexico had good results using Ivermectin. 

https://principia-scientific.com/covid-deaths-plunge-after-mexico-city-introduces-
ivermectin/

MrNull

#

#

https://principia-scientific.com/covid-deaths-plunge-after-mexico-city-introduces-ivermectin/
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

Our trusted family doctors are complicit, today’s death canp guards and lackeys.

White Domestic Tourist

hydroxychloroquine.

“You can hardly believe what anybody says anymore,”
Risch said in an interview in December with Fox News’
Laura Ingraham. “We’ve lost 300,000 lives in the United
States because our government has basic told everyone to
go home, stay home, and if you can’t breathe, go to the
hospital.”

That’s not a form of treatment, he said, “it’s what we call
therapeutic nihilism.”

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

unfortunately, as mexico has ramped its injections. the trough in daily cases in mid-
june has been completely reversed and case rates are now at record highs

https://www.borderreport.com/hot-topics/trade/rising-vaccination-rates-in-mexico-
shore-up-border-leaders-argument-for-ending-travel-restrictions/

Mexico COVID: 3,068,329 Cases and 247,414 Deaths - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

https://www.borderreport.com/hot-topics/trade/rising-vaccination-rates-in-mexico-
shore-up-border-leaders-argument-for-ending-travel-restrictions/

hooligan2009

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

For honest dialogue, please don't guess in your comments.  Your misinformation
(uninformed is kinder?) simply detracts from the validity of discussions.  

Jean Moulin

#

#

https://www.wnd.com/2020/12/4877773/
https://www.borderreport.com/hot-topics/trade/rising-vaccination-rates-in-mexico-shore-up-border-leaders-argument-for-ending-travel-restrictions/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/mexico/
https://www.borderreport.com/hot-topics/trade/rising-vaccination-rates-in-mexico-shore-up-border-leaders-argument-for-ending-travel-restrictions/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

they have less advanced healthcare and are more obese and packed in cities 
tai peid

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Is there a black market to get these drugs?
Spectorman

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

You can order it on Amazon or farm supply website.  It is sold as a horse dewormer.  It
will arrive as an apple flavored paste.  Sold under the brand name Duramectin.

HinkenLoopah

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

Get the human scripts. Go to Frontline Doctors. There is a link to an ordering site. You
must answer a few medical questions - this isn’t horse medicine you’re getting - and
then you pay $90. A physician licensed in your state will call you and discuss your
health further and then if all is good, will call in your prescription to your pharmacy. The
physician who called me was very knowledgable and of course, like most, I asked a lot
of questions. If you have follow on questions you can text the doctor. I have the vaxx
but also a script for ivermectin, can’t be too limited in thinking, you know?

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
jeff montanye

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks. Shoulda done that.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I did do it and everything worked out fine.  My friend did as well.  Ivermectin is
expensive if you don't have a prescription plan, but so is dying.  I don't have
one so a 90 prescription cost me $240.  My friend does have a prescription
plan but it wouldn't cover Ivermectin. ???

C Rabbit

#

#

1 day ago

My doctor charged $115 for the telehealth visit and CVS filled the
prescription for $5 copay, covered by insurance.

OldNewB

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Mass murder is a criminal act- the last time I looked -  in The United States convicted mass
murderers are sent to super max prisons.

pndr4495

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

so far gw bush and obama have avoided them.  cheney too.  silverstein as well.
jeff montanye

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

So it does not affect Lizard people /s
Obamanism666

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Does anyone know where you can order Ivermectin for human consumption (don't take
animal form)? 

Clint_Eastbourne

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

 Consult with your doctor here.

https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Xi Joe Ping

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Indiamart.com
Lookout Mountain

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

it's the same thing.

but if you want it to be "officially" for humans, you can order it online from
canada/mexico/india

or you can walk over the border to mexico and buy it at a pharmacy on the street

illegal_username

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

there is a network of physicians world wide using the now established outpatient
treatment protocols developed by peter mccullough and others.

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

1 day agomeanrevers

https://drsyedhaider.com/

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/
http://indiamart.com/
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
https://drsyedhaider.com/
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Reply"

1 day ago

See post below. Push Health has numerous doctors but this one seems to be very well
known. 

Informative video in my opinion. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8-J1ES86os

meanrevers

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Aflds.org is where I got mine and HCQ too.

It's $90 for their telemedicine doctor visit and they have prescribing doctors in all 50
states.

I dint blame you, I wouldn't take the animal version either, ivermectin is dosed
according to weight, so there are no animal human equivalents, people are just
guessing.

Also animal drugs are a majority by weight of byproducts that aren't even allowable for
human medicines, because they are made for animals. Also horses don't even have the
same type of digestive system as humans, yet you will get a lot of people telling you
it's fine.

Take internet wisdom for what it's worth but I'd rather take human drugs, and it's so
easy anyway.

KatLivesKatter

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8-J1ES86os
http://aflds.org/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Why would you want ivermectin, when the creator of it Merck, has come up with a new oral
drug "Molunpiravir" that seems to have a lot of the same benefits of ivermectin but. Is going
into phase 3 trials. And the US government has pre order 1.7 Million courses of it for 1.2
Billion dollar. 

Roughly $700 dollars a course. With those kind of economics it's likely to be a new and
improved Ivermectin version 2.0

 

Edit, mis typed financial figures 

Tardo
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

$700 a course as opposed to $25…..hmmmm…decisions, decisions. $
LasVegasLongLeggs

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Show this to all the institutions that want to JAB YOU. 
hotrod

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

--- Joe Biden Weighs Mandating Vaccines for Interstate Travel...

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/13/joe-biden-vaccines-interstate-travel/

boyplunger7777

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

good thing that i dont travel. they are going to make you do it because of convenience 
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/13/joe-biden-vaccines-interstate-travel/
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1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Pretty much sums it up for me! I just can't figure out why all the dumb-ass lemmings in this
country are still lining up for the jab. Common sense is all one needs to figure it out. Guess
it's in short supply these days. 

rigormortis
#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

A country that has had no qualms with blowing up other countries and killing millions for the
benefit of MIC now has no issue with killing hundreds of thousands of it's own by restricting
Ivermectin treatment and forcing a jab that does not work.  I never thought the woke people
would be so blind and follow the pied piper to their demise with no resistance.

Our companies and insurance companies and schools and hospitals all demand required
jabs when they clearly do not work and represent unknown side-effects and mutations
requiring a sustaining on going booster requirement only boosting big pharma.

 

The failed war on terror  is morphed into the war on covid. 

Be scared 

CRT65

#

#
Reply"

3 hours ago

20 years + 1 Trillion dollars
LA_Goldbug

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

They are Culling the Herd

The destruction of America is a necessary for the Great Reset

Complacency and attachment to money as faux security is our undoing

Those with eyes can see

Idiocysquared

#

#
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Reply"

15 hours ago

Must keep the heard fearful so that those weilding power can be viewed as their
savior. 

subo

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Do you really think the vermin Washington cadre took the Jab?  The real Jab?
retrocop

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

The government and the lackeys that run it are our ENEMY. 
retrocop

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

This is from Queensland, Australia.....  https://www.qld.gov.au/health/conditions/health-
alerts/coronavirus-covid-19/current-status/public-health-directions/prescribing,-dispensing-
or-supply-of-hydroxychloroquine-direction

From 7 April 2020, hydroxychloroquine can only be prescribed by a registered medical
practitioner.

Pharmacists can only dispense hydroxychloroquine if:

it is prescribed by a registered medical practitioner; and
they have taken reasonable steps to confirm the person they are dispensing to has a
genuine medical need.

The official public health direction is available here.

What this means for you

You can continue to be prescribed hydroxychloroquine by a registered medical
practitioner if you have a genuine reason for needing the medicine.
You are not allowed to take hydroxychloroquine as a preventative measure for
COVID-19.

mrtoad

#

#

https://www.qld.gov.au/health/conditions/health-alerts/coronavirus-covid-19/current-status/public-health-directions/prescribing,-dispensing-or-supply-of-hydroxychloroquine-direction
https://www.health.qld.gov.au/system-governance/legislation/cho-public-health-directions-under-expanded-public-health-act-powers/prescribing-dispensing-or-supply-of-hydroxychloroquine-direction
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Reply"

7 hours ago

people are so ignorant.  take a citrus fruit, cut it up and boil it, pith and all.  drink it. 
voila!

 

or just eat the damn fruit, skin and all.  or go get some quercetin.  or quinine water.

 

and fon't forget the zinc

liberty2day

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

australian government seems pure malice
liberty2day

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

The same was done in a lot of countries of the West. What once was available without
prescription suddenly in 2020 was restricted.

LA_Goldbug

#

#

1 Reply"

22 hours ago

It's very strange, how the medical establishment is dealing with the virus.  I'm talking on the
ground, face to face with the profession.  Mostly they are mum.  They are not guiding you
one way or another; they just record whether you've had the shot or not

Should you get. the shot?

Should you avoid it at all costs? 

Not a word.  

the French bitch

#

#
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1 Reply"

23 hours ago

Up to 60,000 die per year from the common flu despite vaccines that work at best 50% of
the time . 

Funny you never hear about the flu anymore . 

The COVid deaths are grossly over stated in the US and non existent in China unless you
believe 5 ,000 people

died there out of 1 .4 billion .  

Soloamber
#

#

1 4 Reply"

23 hours ago

not saying ivermectin isn't useful, but this story assumes india's covid graph isn't complete
BS. their official covid numbers are right up there with china's. fabricated data.

InfernalDrago

#

#

1 Reply"

22 hours ago

See Johns Hopkins World COVID map.  Same pattern is evident despite the fact that
other Indian states with contrary policies were lumped in.

Ckierst1

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

There is NO virus.
mrtoad

#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago

Still seeing the funeral pyres on the 'shock news stations'?  Nope.  If there were many
people still dying from the  Delta variant in India it would be the first story of the night
since it creates lots of fear and anxiety and allows government to get what they
want...power/control.

subo

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

For anyone who is concerned that the horse paste isn't as good as human medicine, keep in
mind how much a race horse is worth and how much you are worth.

A_Nurse_For_Too_Long
#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wuhan is probably hard at work trying to develop the next gain-of-function virus that resists
Ivermectin.  They will fail.

Henry_Ford

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Go with the sheeple version.

Ivermectin Sheep Drench is administered orally at a dose of 3.0 mL (2.4 mg ivermectin)
per 26 lbs body weight or 200 mcg ivermectin per kilogram of body weight. Coughing may
be observed in some animals during and for several minutes following drenching. Do not
underdose.

CaptainSqualor

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I heard best dose is 400mcg/kg at first symptoms.  Repeat in a day or two is still
symptoms. 

But I eat peanut butter captain crunch cereal with GM corn so who knows?

novictim

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I’ve got the 1% injection solution. Trying to figure out the dosage—looks like for 150-60
lb, 15 mg which is about 1/3 of a drop.

John Gewalt

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Astounding!
Machido

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I keep searching for the suppository version.  Has anyone found it?

trrammpus

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

dogspurt and eggspurt can provide them from their intestinal stock of thousands 
hooligan2009

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Uttarpradesh is the state that reported only one death when 43 occurred.

It is in Uttarpradesh that you saw covid dead bodies floating in river Ganga

https://youtu.be/6Q6hYu3EsC0

 

AlNiko

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Lies lies everywhere lies...

we shouldn’t believe anything.

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

bad link.
jeff montanye

#

#

https://youtu.be/6Q6hYu3EsC0
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Aren't dead bodies always floating in the Ganges?

Who's testing those corpses for covid and determining cause of death?

Ace006

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Never hundreds of them together
AlNiko

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

A group of Argentine Senators has entered a bill whereby candidates for any electoral office
must acknowledge the 1994 Constitutional reform which made the claim over the Malvinas
Islands “a permanent and inalienable” goal. (MercoPress 11 August 2021)

The Argentinians believe it is heresy to believe that the islands are British. A recent poll
shows that 80% of Argentinians buy into this belief.

Goes to prove that some nations can really be stupid.

Argentina’s claims would be held void against Britain’s effective occupation. 1833-2021 
Falklands – Argentinian Inheritance –v- Effective Occupation (1 pg):
https://www.academia.edu/41488912/Falklands_-Argentinian_Inheritance_-v-
Effective_Occupation

 

BritBob

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

glad to see that your idee fixe has not altered.
jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The covid implications are yuuuge.

Ace006

#

#

https://www.academia.edu/41488912/Falklands_-Argentinian_Inheritance_-v-Effective_Occupation
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

How bought them Falklands? I almost forgot.
NoPension

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

In parts of  Africa they used hydroxychloroquine  and treated it like Malaria, as the
symptoms are similar. Was it the drug or would it have gone anyway?

Gott

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

For most it would have gone away. The problem is that Plaquenil and Ivermectin have
to be given early. I forgot to bring my Plaquenil to the US so did not face the dilemma
when I became ill, but I could quickly sense that it was just a typical coronavirus
common cold affair.

flrzero

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

HCQ has to, but Ivermectin has shown even late stage efficacy.
pods

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

However Ivermectin is more effective if given early.   The following has all the data
you need and is updated regularly.

https://ivmmeta.com/

Zorch

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

In the US and Europe it was the seasons that defeated the flu, not the injections, yet the
'vaccine' will claim the prize until the winter, when they will need to find another excuse for
the failure of the 'vaccines' and the rise in the seasonal flu, which they seem determined to
call covid.

Gott

#

#

https://ivmmeta.com/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m getting a cat, very soon.  She will be named Ivermectin.  Iver for short.
Robert De Zero

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Long Kitty Litter.
The real jo blo

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This on the surface of it, is good news. But do your own maths. The figures for Tamil Nadal
work out at an infection rate of 0.04% and a death rate of 0.002%. It's all bullshit. There is
no pandemic. There are no piles of bodies. You could give them 3 week old dog piss as a
treatment and the results will be the same. 

noshowwithoutpunch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

This is a battle against drug mules working for global kakistocracies.

anything that prevents the injections that kill and maim satisfies the best we can do to
enforce the maxim "do no harm"

that is, "do less harm"

hooligan2009

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

India could never have got the infrastructure to pull the jabs off in a short period and they
don't have the money . 

The USA is a printing press a no limit debt machine .  

Soloamber

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You can only fake a "surge" for so long in a country with crowded, open-sewer slums and no
cultural recognition whatsoever of personal space (let alone social distancing).  It's simply a
non-functional psy-op in India.

desertboy
#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Look at Peru usage - start use cases plunge - stop use, cases explode!

On the subject of VAERS vaccine death chart - 12K deaths now with death count exploding
recently - look at the chart they serve up, its on a 20 year scale - all relevant data from 2021
is on 1 data point, so you have no visibility of the rate of change over 2021. Most likely on
purpose.

gm_general

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Here is the chart

https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

gm_general

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Please get Early Covid Treatment Packet by Katie Jennings. 

 

dwkeller

#

#

3 hours ago

I agree with most of the statements but find the historical ignorance appalling.  The Church
never opposed Galileo talking about a heliocentric system as a theory.  It opposed stating
that it was a fact until the evidence had been properly presented.  Galileo never did that.  

I suggest that you read some history. 

If you do, you will discover that Galileo's work was celebrated by some of the most

VangelV

https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality
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Reply"

prominent churchmen of the day. In late 1610, Father Christopher Clavius, the great
mathematician who headed the commission that came up with the Gregorian
Calendar, wrote Galileo to tell him that his fellow Jesuit astronomers confirmed the
discoveries that Galileo had made through his telescope. While in Rome Galileo was treated
like a rock star by the most prominent cardinals. He was given an audience with Pope Paul V
and was honoured for his achievements. Lectures spread word of his discoveries. Note that
Clavius and his fellow Jesuit astronomers were so precise they figured out that in order to
keep the calendar accurate and deal with the true length of the solar year it was required to
add ninety-seven leap days every four hundred years.  How they managed that precision is
difficult for modern scholars to figure out.

The Church did not have a problem using the Copernican system as a theoretical model that
could explain certain celestial phenomenon far better than any other system to that time as
long as it was made clear that the system had not yet been proven.  Galileo tried to claim
that the Copernican system to be literally true but he lacked the evidence.  It made a deal
with Galileo that he could teach his model as a hypothesis but cannot claim it to be the
literal truth until the evidence was provided. 

We now know that the Church wanted to ditch the reliance on Tyco Brahe's model and was
already looking to Copernicus for an alternate model, just as Galileo was.  But both models
failed and it was Kepler and his elliptical orbits around the sun that won the day.  The proof
came from Cassini, a student of the Jesuit astronomers who convinced the church to spend
the money needed to improve the observatory at the San Petronio Basillica in Bologna.  The
Church spent a great deal of money to allow Cassini to verify Kepler's version of the
Copernican model. It was the Jesuits  who proved the cornerstone of Kepler’s version of the
Copernican theory, and by doing so banished Aristotle from the heavens. 

Any reference to heresy in connection with Galileo or Copernicus had no theological
significance. Everyone knew all that the earth rotated around the sun.  They were just waiting
for the proper proof.  And that  evidence was made in the Basilica of San Petronio in the
heart of the Papal States.

Pick up a book not written by a moron or some anti-Catholic hater.  While I have some
issues with Catholic scripture, only an idiot would see the people that funded more scientific
endeavours than any institution or government as being anti-science.  

#

#
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Reply"

7 hours ago

does india do retiree visas? 
liberty2day

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

Okay I'm confused.  A box of that Duvert ivermectin sold everywhere contains 6.08 grams
and says can treat up to 1250lb body weight.  I've read that daily dose of ivermectin needs
to be roughly 1mg per 10lbs of weight once a day.  So if I'm 200lb it would be 20mg per day
for 3-5 days or whatever. 

But 6.08 grams is 6080 milligrams right?  Which means one box has 6080/20 = 304 doses of
Ivermectin which seems like a *LOT* more than 5-6 doses (1250lb/200lb).  Where am I
getting the math wrong?!?

GotGalt

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

It is 6.08 grams of 1.87% Ivermectin. Human dose is same per lb as horse. One tube
does 1250lb horse or 1250 lb American, If you only weigh 625lb then half a tube. Tube
has a calibrated extruder mechanism.

acementhead

#

#

Reply"

21 hours ago

If I post this on Twitter even though I don't know how would I be banned
mikee05

#

#

7 Reply"

23 hours ago

Meanwhile,deaths from Ivemectin poisening outstrip Covid-19 by 50,000 to 1
writeround

#

#

5 Reply"

22 hours ago

You left off the sarc tag.
moneybots

#

#
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Reply"

7 hours ago

STFU
PMS Mainstreeter

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

score: 12
liberty2day

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

7 billion doses of ivermectin administered in four decades and not one death from it.

 

safer than aspirin, truly a miracle drug

liberty2day

#

#
3 Reply"

23 hours ago (Edited)

Well Gallileo was wrong.  The Sun and Earth orbit each other.  Also he objected to
alternatives to his own erroneous  absolute view (would silence free debate).

The Pope welcomed his position but wanted such positions to be presented together with
alternative positions).

CommonsDeered

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

dumb.  sun is a million time the mass of earth.  for all practical purposes, earth barely
budges the sun. 

 

typical masonic lies

liberty2day

#

#
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Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)CommonsDeered

 

But the Earth does not revolve around the Sun. At least,
not exactly. Time to get pedantic.

"Technically, what is going on is that the Earth, Sun and all
the planets are orbiting around the center of mass of the
solar system," writes Cathy Jordan, a Cornell University Ask
an Astronomer contributor.

"The center of mass of our solar system very close to the
Sun itself, but not exactly at the Sun's center."

Every single object in the solar system, from the gargantuan
sun to the tiniest speck, exerts a gravitational pull on
everything else. The solar system is basically a massive
game of tug of war, and all of the yanking balances out at a
specific point: the center of mass, or "barycenter."
Everything in the solar system orbits around that point.
Sometimes, it's almost smack dab at the Sun's center. Right
now, the barycenter is just outside the Sun's surface. But
it's constantly changing depending upon where the planets
are in their orbital paths.

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Harry Voxx seems to clued in.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/1dNCYrZ9ClpW/

YouJustCouldnt

#

#

http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/question.php?number=461
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barycentric_coordinates_%28astronomy%29
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1dNCYrZ9ClpW/
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Reply"

1 day ago

I am not sure that there is a true correlation between including Ivermectin in the treatment
protocol and a huge reduction in cases.  It could be merely coincidence.

In the UK the Delta variant does not now kill many people and Ivermectin has never been
included in the treatment protocol.

Know thyself
#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

the UK has all but defeated the way it defines covid using useless lateral flow tests and
RT-PCR testing FOR THE FLU with cases bottoming at under 100,000 in may.

in three short months, with the impact of injections of poisonous graphene oxide and
cyto-toxic spike proteins, cases have ballooned to 1.3 million.

United Kingdom COVID: 6,211,868 Cases and 130,801 Deaths - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

the injections have caused the spike (sic) in cases and are killing more people than
covid (which is determined by looking for THE FLU).

NONE OF THE 1.2 MILLION CASES SINCE MID-MAY 2021 WOULD HAVE
OCCURRED HAD THE INJECTIONS NOT BEEN GIVEN IN THE MONTHS PRIOR OR IF
IVERMECTIN HAD BEEN USED TO ON;Y TREAT THOSE WHO WERE SYMPTOMATIC.

 

hooligan2009

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Worse than Hitler.
archipusz

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Did he censor info on ivermectin too? There's no end to the man's perfidy!

Ace006

#

#

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/uk/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Heresy is like Covid formal imprisonment, although this was commuted to house arrest,
under which he remained for the rest of his life.

Obamanism666
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

the key out:  https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/
jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

The author compares individual Indian cities with the entire US ?
Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

states of two hundred plus million population.
jeff montanye

#

#
1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

True, but also comparing India after it's wave, with the US which is just starting to go
into this Delta wave is a bit disingenuous.  At one stage there were over 4,000
deaths a day in India.

Dzerzhhinsky

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Delta variant first seen in Delhi Inda so there goes your theoy into a cocked hat.
Lamda variant found in Lima Peru do you think the Elites are trolling us Plebs?

Obamanism666

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's the point dude. The wave became "after the wave" after Ivermectin started
to be used.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon

#

#

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/
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Reply"

1 day ago

look at the distribution bell curve after ivermectin was introduced.  listen to dr.
mccullough: https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

You can use Ivermectin in countries that didn't sign up for Pfizer.
Dr Phuckit

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

you can use it here.  use the teledoctors associated with peter mccullough.

https://www.bing.com/search?
q=dr.+mccullough%27s+teledoctors&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC

jeff montanye

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

This equation of a blanket suppression of ivermectin as a cheap and lifesaving treatment of
a potentially deadly virus with the controversy over a heliocentric cosmos is absurd. No one
was going to die if the Galilean view failed to prevail. 

The genocidal and greedy suppressors of the ivermectin treatment are by that stupid
analogy placed on the same level as the opponents of Galileo. And that is a calumny. 

Almachius

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Juggle those nonsense test driven numbers all you want. There is no covid; whatever
symptom relief from flu or pneumonia that is observed from the de-masking medicine or
HCQ would have been observed any previous year.

DAVOS-19

#

#

https://kellythekitchenkop.com/forbidden-covid-meds/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=dr.+mccullough%27s+teledoctors&form=APMCS1&PC=APMC
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Reply"

1 day ago

Given excesses responding to Flu Turbo, imagine the jackbooties if a real plague came
along.

TheZeitgeist
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

But then there might be a point to it, it's the pointlessness of all this that makes it so
maddening.

I Write Code

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Ivermectin = Voodoo = "The Science"  

Yuri Deigen / Brett Weinstein Ivermectin 

gorghast

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Brett made a convincing rebuttal of Yuri Deigen's claims, for those who wish to know
both sides, unlike gorghast.

https://youtu.be/IDMcZbVdHh4

Orygun

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, not like the experimental gene therapy blowing out VAERS, 
Lookout Mountain

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwzfnZfo-rU
https://youtu.be/IDMcZbVdHh4
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry, they bullshat you about heliocentrism too.  You have to read the "talk page"
equivalent for physicists for the past 200 years to know that.  It's been fraught with
difficulties and it's only getting worse as technology advances.  Heliocentrism is foundering
badly and would have already been swept to the dustbin of history if not for preserving the
narrative.  

Raymond Reason
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

what are you going on about?

are you suggesting the sun orbits around the earth?

illegal_username

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I think he is. 
Nexus789

#

#
19 Reply"

1 day ago

India, yesterday. 38,775 new cases, 477 deaths. (Worldometer.)

A horse wormer is of no use against a coronavirus.

Dogspurt

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Your an a-hole.  Your only redeeming quality is liking dogs.
DancingDragon

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

70 studies all say you are wrong.
Lookout Mountain

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

You can trust the opinion of treating physicians….

https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/

or, you can trust CNN.

Lookout Mountain

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

It had hit over 400,000 a day back in May with over 4,200 daily deaths.  Basically we
are talking a 90% reduction. 

MoonOverWater

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Even if that were true, which it's almost certainly not as pcr tests admittedly don't work
well if at all, India has 1 billion people. Think about that for a 60 seconds. 

It takes 12 days for 1m seconds to tick by.

It takes 32 years for 1b seconds to tick by.

russellthetreeman

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

vaxtard says what?
wellwaddyaknow

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Hmm "COVID Daily Deaths: 2" in Delhi .. haha. fake news. idiots believe everything. millions
died in india n not coz of some flu

"confuse you with false information by saying the deaths in India are 10 times greater than
official reports."
lol. not true. real numbers could be 100 times..

markos

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Hereticulitus 
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

If the meek shall inherit the Earth then the meek must be the Indians? Nice, that of all
countries one government actually functions for the benefit of its people. Even above China.
A simple, inexpensive, affordable cure for the effects of the common cold.

Clearly India has not contributed to Pfizer's 3 Billion Quarter.

RevIdahoSpud3

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

India's pharmaceutical industry is huge. Good reputation for quality and
competiveness. I suspect Pfizer gets much of its pills manufactured on contract there.
Ironic, eh?

risk.averse

Clearly India has not contributed to Pfizer's 3 Billion Quarter.

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

 Are you satisfied with Oculous  headset ?

 Uhh, man, I love the spicy smell of Indian cuisine.

yn crx

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin cures bigfoot herpes
Minkus Gruel

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

With a name like that, you should know!  Troll herpes too huh?
notsew69

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

  I once met a horse?   Same shit.
yn crx

#

#


